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. ' A critical study has been made of four different techniques that are. 
used to invest_igate the properties (inte1rf ace state density» interface 
9 
state·· time-constant, interface state capture cross-section» ertco) of semi-
conductor-insulator interface in a MIS structure. These techniques are: ~-
.. (1) -the high frequency capacitance technique, (2) the low frequency 
·capacitance technique, (3) the conductance techn~~qµe and (4) the MIS sample 
temperature variation technique. 
Evaluation is made of the differ~nt .techniques in terms of· range, 
accuracy, sensitivity and· time consumption. Six MIS samples are sub-
jected to the first three of the techniques li·sted. above for experimental · 
• 
· -comparison of the different methods • 
None of these technique.s can scan all of the semiconductor band-gap. 
~d-only technique 3 obtains interface state time-constant and interface 
state capture cross-section. The range of the first three techniques is 
generally limited to depletion and weak-inversion regions whereas the 
' 
r~ge of the fourth technique is limited to accumulation region only. Thus 
in the accumulation region the MIS sample ·temperature variation technique 
is indispensable. In the depletion and weak-inversion regions any of the 
first three techniques can be used o But the accuracy of. inte:rf ace state~ 
densi.ty obtained goes ~p from technique 1 to t~chnique 2 ~o technique 3 
' ~ , 
. ,. whereas time-consumption follows the reverse order. The sensitivity for 
~ ' 
interface state density goes higher from technique. 1 to technique 2 to · 
technique 3. Experimental resul ts--·~verify these above ·Statements. 
' . /' 
\ ., 
' I 
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2 . 
In a MIS (metal-insulator-semiconductor) structure,'··the semiconductor-
. · insulator interface prope,rties ·o~ general iJmt@rest are: (1) the interface 
. . . 
state density as .a function of the band-gap ene.rgy j) (2) the time constants 
~ . 
___ ,, ____________ _ 





-· -- ... ~ -·--·----,-~--' ,- ~,-.··-·1--~~----~, ._,,.., .. ,. -·· . ...,.. 
states and their relation to the ban~-gap energy and (3) the interface state 
. ' 
capture cross-section. Different techniques already exist to obtain these 
. properties. They are: (1) the high frequency capacitance technique inti:o~ 
duced by L. · M. 
- duc.ed by c. N. 
Terman3, (2) the low frequency capacitance technique intro-
7 -- -.. . 
Berglund, (3) the conductance technique introduced by 
-
4 ~ 
E •. H. 'Nicollian and A. Goetzberger8, and (4) MIS sample temperature vaJi,a-
tion technique introduced by P. V. Gray and D. M. Brown9• 
This paper is a critical study of these methods. Al 1 .these methods 
· .. are valid for MIS samples th.at have insulator thickness in the raJ)ge 
'\ 
0 ' I O _ 
ca. 200-5000 A. For t < , 200 A, tunneling of carriers through the insulator 
. <\ : 
becomes s_ignificant rendering the MIS model on which these methods are based 
0 
invalid and fort> ~000 .A, the sensitivity of measuring equipment would be 
low. Also none of the methods can alone scan the whole of the band gap. 
The paper b_egins with a very brief summary of the theory behind all these 
techniques" Band diagrams and equivalent circuits for the M~S structures 
are also included for qualitative understanding of the theory. Then the 
• • ~-~ I 
experimental prccedure 9 range, merits and demerits and the sensitivity of 
., 
each th~ique is discussed. Six Si-Si02-metal samples are subjected to tlle _ 
-- ' --, 
---·-
, ' • I 
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.tu,. ,i -1.,J .. 
,v.P ·r: . ' 
_first three techniques for experimenta~·comparison of the different methods. 
' 
The final results are recorded in graphs and tables and they are discussed. 
' ' 
. 
. Finally, conclusions are (lrawn about the suitability of the different 
' 
techniques according to sensitivity,accuracy, time consumption and r~nge. · 
It has been assumed that the reader is familiar with the original papers 
· ~introducing these techniques. All the symbols used in the equations.are 
explained in the list of symbols. For brevi~y, not all of them are explained 
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. 2. MIS BAND DIAGRAMS AND EQUIVALENT CIRCUITS . ··~jJ 
' 2.1 .1Band diagram o~ the MIS structure-! ' ~.-- -------
• 
The theory of th& metal-insulator-semiconductor structure ts well 
known by now and has been extensively _dealt with in the literature13-17. 
Figs. 2.1 a-e- show the band diagrams of this device for p-type and Figs-. 2.l 
f-j for n-type semiconductors, fof different values of the semiconductor-
insulator interface po~ential. 
The effects of the fixed charges in the insulator and of the difference 
between the electron affinity of the semiconductor and the work function 
, , of the metal ;,m are taken into .account in these diagrams.-~ If the fixed 
charges in the insulator are positive, as is the case with Si-Si02-metal 
structures, with no bias applied to the field plate p-type semiconductors 
may be inverted at the interface and n-type semiconductors may have a strong ,, 
accumulation layer. If the fixed charges. in the insulator are negative, 
~ vice-versa will occur. In Figs. 2.1 a-j positive fixed charges in the 
insulator has been assumed. 
• , The range of the· interface potential 'l's can be basically divided into 
accumulation, depletion and inversion regions. The interface potential is 
positive when the band, bending at the interface is downwards. Fig. 2.la 
shows the band diagram for p-type semiconductor at zero bi~s." The potentials 
'-flso and VoxO are the effects of the. -fixed positive charges in the insulator, 
the difference in the work functions of the metal and the semiconductor 
/1 
respectively, and the interface state charges at zero bias. Fig. 2.lb shows 
' ' the band di_agram when a positive bias VB is applied to the field plate. 
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~ -·to·-tb-e-field plate-.--· ·similarly, for·· n-type semiconductor,'· Fig·. 2. lf shows 
an accumulatiOn Space-charge l~r in the semiconductor near the interface 
at zero bias, and Figs. 2.1 g-j show the band diagrams with ~ifferent 
polarities and magnitudes of v8 applied to the field plate. 
2.2 Equivalent circuit ~ the MIS structure with interfac·e states ~ (!!! 
energy level. 
Any MIS structµre can be basically represented by. three capacitors: the 
~· . .._\ 
insulato!·capacitance C0 x in series with the parallel combination of the 
space-charge capacitance Csc and the interface state capacitance Cs, as in 
' Fig. 2.22b. But in general, the capacitances Csc and C5 are complex because 
of the losses involved in the transition and flow of carriers. Detailed 
equivalent circuits of the MIS structure are represented in Figs. 2.21 a-el,2 
for different regions of the interface potential. 
In general the parameters R8, Rsc. , RA ., RA and c1. can be neglected. min ·inaJ _ · . 
The bulk semiconductor resistance R8 can be made small if the semiconductor 
.is· prepared by growing a thin epitaxial layer on a degenerate substrate. The 
resistances Rs~- , RA __ . and RA are quite small, being associated with 
· -min ~aJ 
· 
carrier.concentrations that are larger than the corresponding bulk concen-. 
trations. Further simplifications are possible under particular conditions. 
3~ DESCRIPTION OF THE DIFFERENT METHODS 
- -
3.1 High frequency capacitance techn~que: ·Method 1 
• 3.11 Theory 
If the. frequency of the applied small a.c. signal that is· superimposed 
on the d.c. bi:a-s ·ac~oss the MIS i~ too high for the transition of carriers· 
.. , 
. ' 
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into and out of the~interface states to follow, then the MIS admittance-is 
..... ,• 
reduced.to its ideal-fom {no interface states) as shown in Fig. 2.22a3• 
In this case the MIS admittance is an equivaient capacitance c1 ·which is 
given by equat~on (1). The insulator capacitance is a ·plane parallel 
-
capacitance and can be expressed as in Equation (2). The spa~e-charge . 
. E-~x 
C = » · (2) ox t 
l ~ 
~apacitance Csc is a function of the interface potential 'l's and the bulk 
carrier densities. This relationship is expressed in equations (3) and (4) 17• 
for p-type 
· semiconductor 
-q \II no 
E,s 1 - exp 
5 
+-
Csc_, = ~ kT Po 
2kT Es 1/2 
-q~ 
. s + q \f's I no exp Cl\f's _ q 'f.ls 2 exp 
- 1 - +_ Po q kT kT Po kT kT 
• 
(3) 
q"'s Po -q'fJs 
exp - 1 -
-
for n-type E kT .. no kT s 
semicor1ductor c. =+ 2k1' ~s 1/2 SC -
exp q\f'S _ q'f's _ l + Po -q'lls q'IJs + -1 




In equations (3) and (4), the+ -sign is used when 'f's is positive and the -
sign,;when it is· negative. It,can be assumed that at room temnerature all 
- • . .A. 
, the impurities are I ionized, so that p~ = NA for p-type and n0 = N0 · fot 
n-.type semiconductor. The minority carrier density in the bulk can be 
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... , ... 
7 
,· 
... '" ' ' ... . ' . 
,· ·. ," '. 
_-(Ep-Ey) 
· - . p_ = N- exp 
., o V - kT 
(5) ' \ 
-I 
' I 
. ' . For the ideal MIS structure, one without any interface states, -fixed 
and mobile charges in the insulator, and work function difference between 
metal and semiconductor_, the d.c. bias v8 across the MIS is a function of 
the interface potential \J's and the bulk carrier densities as shown ·in 
- \ r 
. equations (7) and . (8) 17 •. In equations (7) and (8), the + sign _is used wh@n 
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for p-type 
. semiconductor V =-kT q~s + __ 
2 
_fs__ 1 Cl\µs -q\f's 
--• -- - . 1 + exp· B q kT - 2kTEs 1/2 C0 x kT kT . 
,\... . ~- ' . 
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- for n-type 
semiconductor 
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The ide~l MIS c1-v8 characteristic can b.e calculated .by using . 
. . equations (1) and (3) = (8), provided Coit and .. the doping density are ... · 
known. The experimentally determined high frequency c1-v8 charact8ris-
!! 
~ic will differ fro~ the computed ideal c1-v8 characteristic due to a 
voltage shift caused by the charge in the interface states (provided that 
v8 is changed slowly enough for the interface states to fellow), the. 
fixed c~arges and the work funct.ion difference (see Fig. 3.1). For a 
. given capacitance (and thereby 'f}5), the difference between the measured· 
voltage and its ideal value, ~VB can be obtair,.ed when the idea.~ MIS 
If it is asswned that the fixed charges and the .. 
barrier potential are not functions of 'f's, then equation (9) would 
' 
. give the value of the interface state density N55 at a particular 'l's· 
- j . . . . 
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· 3.12 Procedure 
" 
· · (1) The cut-off _frequency of the interface- states for Si-Si02-metal 
structures has been found experimentally to be around SO MHz. It is also 
o.~served that its value is higher for n-type than that for p-type semi-
conductor in case of Si-Si02 interface. In general, the high frequency 
measured c1 - v8 characteristic is obtained for the above MIS structure 
'directly by using a Boonton capacitance bridge at 1 MHz and not higher 
because of limitations of the measuring equipment. 
(2) To compute the·-- ideal c1 - . v8 curve, equations (1) and (3) - (8) -
are· used. To be able to use these equations, values of C0 x and the doping 
density must be known. C0x is obtained experimentallr i~ strong accurnula-
...... C • 
tfon·region. To obtain the doping dersity, a graph of min ratio at 
cox 
high ~requency as a function of the oxide thickness t with the doping. 
~f· 
4 cmin . 




. , c1 ,- V 8,furve. The oxide thickness t is obtained from equation (2) • So 
·.'! 
doping density now can be found from the above graph. The doping density 
determined from four point probe resistivity measurement would be unsafe· 
to use because of impurity redistribution· durin·g thermal oxidation5• 
/ (3) To use equation (9), a graphical differentiation is carried out. 
(4) A computer program is used to carry out the necessary calculations 
· involved in this method. 
. . . 
1· .: ·, . 
'\ -~-'/.• .' 
. ' ' 
. ' . 
·' 
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3.13 Range 
The part of the band-gap this technique can scan is limited to depletion 
and weak inversion regions. In strong accumulation region, this .technique 
., becomes very inaccurate and therefore cannot be used. The insulator capaci-
tance acts as a window and permits only a partial examination of the semi-
conductor capacitance. When C5 c is much larger than C0 x, one can no longer 
~easure C5c. It has b~en shown that for C Cl > O. 9, the errors in Nss become 
. • 6 ox quite excessive. 
} 
The theoretical'frequency response of inversion layers at an ideal 
Si-Si02 interface m~y be~as low as 1 to 100 Hz at room temperature. However, 
due to fixed oxide charges the interface is permanently inverted and the 
observed frequency response may be as high as 10 MHz. In any case, due to 
the complex dependence of the inversion layer space-charge capacitance on 
bias and frequency, it cannot be taken for granted that the deviations of 
the measured inversion layer region capacitance curve from its ideal shape 
are the effects of interface state charges, fixed charges and work function 
·, difference alone. So even if the measured capacitance c1 does rise in the·~ 
inversion layer region, this technique still cannot. be applied. 
3.14 Merits 
(1) Of all the techniques listed in this paper, this is the least time-
• consuming. 
... 
(2) If the doping profile in the space-charge region of the semicon-
ductor is not too non-uniform, a fairly accurate value of the dopin·g d!!nsity . 
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(1) A<graphical differentiation may be very inaccurate.and dangerous 
in some cases o 
(2) If the voltage shift due to interface state charges is much less 
than that due to fixed charges and work function difference, then even a 
small inaccuracy in ~v8 will introduce a large error in N55 • This factor 
mainly limits the sensitivity of this technique. 
(3) If the doping profile in the semiconductor space-charge region 
is highly non-unifoi,n, then the equations (3), (4), (7) and (8) 1 which 
were derived on the basis of uniform doping density throughout the semi-
c~nductor, will.not be- applicable any more.and the ideal curve computed 
from them will be wrong. 
(4) N55 obtained from this method may include· traps· away from the 
interface that have long time constants, so long as they follow the d.c. 





The sensitivity of this technique depends mainly on the m:agnitude of 





.. current SiaoSi02 - metal samples. So assuming that fixed charge density is · 
· equal to q • 1012 'coulomb/cm2, and that the technique will be very inaccurate 
if the ratio of the change in the interfa~e stat~ charge density to the corres-
v, 
. ponding change in the interface pQtential 'l's is less than Ool times the fixed. 
charge density/Oo05 volt, then· equation (9), _gives us the (N55)min that can 
be measured. by this technique~ 
2 x 10121v-cm2. 
. ~ ·..: 
I 
' .... • ·., 4,;, ·.· ·, 
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If the frequency of the small a.c. signal applied across·· -the MIS is 
\ 
I 
· very low ( < 50 Hz for Si-Si02-metal samples) such that all the interface 
ry 
.. 
states are in equilibrium at all times pnd follow the applied a.c. signal, 
then the ·MIS admittance is reduced to the form as shown in Fig. 2. 22d 7 • 
In this cas~ the MIS admittance is an equivalent capacitance c1 which is 
·•i given by the following relation. From this relation the expression for 
_ CCsc + Cssl ·Cox cl-------
. Cox + Csc + Css 
N can be easily derived (Equation (10)). It can also be shown fr.om the ss ~ 
Cox·C1 
C - C ss Cox-Cl SC 
= -----------------q (10) q 
differential relation between charge, voltage and capacitance that the, 
following relation is valid. Equation (11) shows how· \IJ·s can be. obtained 
so 
"' = s 
B 
d'J's· C1 
= 1 -dV8 · C ox 
- (11) 
experimentally as a function of v8 within an additive constant K, by integrat-
ing a curve-of (1 - Ci) measured as a function of v8 (see Fig. 3.4). 
cox 
-3.22 Procedure I .I 
(1) The l~w frequency measured c1 - v8 curve for. Si-Si02-metal structures 
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. (2) N5s can be obtained from equation (10) and the corresponding·. 'f's 
from equation (11), provided C0 x, Csc and Kare known. C0 x is obtained in 
,.._ 
strong accumulation, as u~ual. Csc ~s calculated theoretically as in 
section 3.12 by using eq~ations (3) - (6). Th~ value of doping density 
has to be obtained the same way as described in the above section. To 
C 
obtain the additive constant K, a theoretical curve of sc as a function 
Cox 
of 'f-'s is used (see Fig. 3.5)~ In strong accumulation, C5c will be much 






of sc in 
Cox 
strong accumulation obtained from equation (12), the correspond-
Csc ing yalue of qJs can be read from the theoretical curve of C vs. ~s 
OX 
and thus K can be found. 
(3) A computer program is used to obtain the theore ical vs. ~ csc cox 
'Ps curve. 
3.23 Range 
The range of this technique is confined to accumulation, depletion and 
weak inversion regions. , In strong accumulation region, Css will be much 
C ·C1 
smaller than both Cox and C5c and therefore a small error in c1 or C5c ox-Cl ·-- ·· 
will introduce a much larger error in N55 (see equation (1.0)). Therefore, 
.. 
in strong accumulation region:- this technique is not useful. For the reasons 
.. stated in, section 3 .13, in inversion region too, unambigious results cannot 
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3.24 Merits 
(1) The chief merit of this technique lies in the fact that the inter-
. face potential is experimentally obtained for each value of the d~co bias. 
(2) This technique is slightly more time-consuming than Method 1, but 
still much less so than the other ones. 
I ••• , (3) Large lateral non-uniformities under the field plate, such as 
·variation of fixed charge density in the oxide, interface state density, 
oxide thickness, semiconductor doping density., 
.h . C 1 
.this tec~nique. If. t e integral of (1 - ) 
- cox 
. strong accumulation to strong inversion gives 
can be detected by using 
over the bias range from 
a value much larger than 
,I 
that -corresponding to the semiconductor band-gap energy, then large non-
uniformities exist. 
' l 
' . I 
. "" . ~ 
3.25 Demerits 
. . ,. ' 
. 
(1) C5c has to be obtained t~eoretically and its ,cc~r,cy depends on 
the value used for doping density. 
3~26 Sensitivity 
.. The sensitivity of this technique depends on the magnitude of ·the oxide 
capaci.tance. If it is assumed that C55 is .at least equal to C0 xi for the 
. C 
sake of accuracy when Cl is equal to 0.9, then equation (10) gives the 
. ox 
value of{N55 } min· 
to 1011;v-cm2• 
8 · 2 
.For C0 x equal to .1.6 x 10- farad/cm , (N55)min is equal 
.. , 
3. 3 The conductance technique : Method 3 
3.31 Theory 
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· .· 3. 311 Accumulation-depletion region 
In case Of Si-Si02-metal structures it has been found8 that: 
(a) The resistive loss involved is mainly due to the transition of carriers 
' into and out of the interface states from their respective bandso The loss 
,ti, 
' \\ 
in the oxide or in the space-charge region is negligible. Therefore, in the 
equivalent circuits of Figs.,2.21 a-e, the parameters Rsc maj' RBmin' R5 c 
and RA min can also be negletted. In that case the equivalent circuits of 
• Figs. 2.21 a-d reduce to the one of Fig •. 2 •. 22 .c where Rs. is the equivalent 
.-... 
· resistance of Rs maj in parallel with R5c min.· For both_ __ ~he accumulation 
region ('lo'5)·._ 0 for n-type and '"f's (0 for p-type semiconductor) and the 
depletion region (O('f.' 5 (u8/~ for p-type and o) 'f's)u8/p for n-type.semi-
conductor), the minority carrier density at the interface is much less. 
than the corresponding majority carrier density and- therefore the time 
constants associa~ed with the capture and emission of minority carriers by 
interface states are too large for the a.c. signal frequency of 50 Hz to· 
1 MHz to be followed. Therefore, the value of Rs. is very high and much 
. min 
larger than that of Rs .• "Rs becomes nearly equal to Rs . and the loss 
· maJ , maJ 
is mostly due to the majority carrier transitions. 
(b) A continuous distribution of interface states occurs over the band-
gap of silicon. Interface states at different parts of the band-gap have 
different time constants associated with the transition of carriers. This 
·time constant is an exponentia1Jtunction of the interface potential. When 
a small aoco potential is applied.across the MIS, then the captute and 
emission of-~ c·arriers occur-mostly by interface states located ·within a . 
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·1 
,1 
, I 16 ' ' ... 
level contribute to a series RC network as represented in the MIS equivalent 
circuit of Fig ID 2. 22e. Tlris results in a time constant di.spersion. 
C. 
--( c) The interface potential is subject to statistical fluctuations arising 
from various sources. The important ones are: 
(1) random distribution of interface ~tate and built-in charges over the 
· , plane of the interface,-
f: ) 













. (2) random distribution of ·ionized impurities in the' semiconductor space-
. charge region, ... t,- .. 
(3) .tandom fluctuations of oxide thickness. I 
For thick oxide layers the third factor can be neglected. The statis-
tical fluctuations of the interface potential explain the-observed time 
constant dispersion that is broader than that expected from an interface_. 
state continuum alpne. The· area under the field plate is divided i~to a 
number of characteristic areas of equal magnitude, each of which being the 
largest area within which the interface potential is uniform. Each such 
characteristic area will contribute to an interface state admittance as 
. represented in Fig. 2. 22e. The total interface state admittance is obtained 
by integrating the contribution from each characteristic area«- over all 
the characteristic areas within the area of the fie~d plate •. , The equiva-
lent parallel interface state conductance G3 as shown ·in Fig. 2.22f will 
be a function of frequency and interface potential or, indirectly~ the 
.,, 
d.c. bias. The cond~ctance G3 will go through a maxi~um as the d.c. bias 
is kept constant and the frequency is varied or vice-versa. 
value is given by equation (13) 8• 
(~) + 
max 
. . Its maximum 
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. where 
l ,.,.•• 
- ln. y = us - us + . . 
-y = u - us + ln s 
- 2 
z = (Us - us) 
2 (<fs 2 + <(82) 
17 




2o5 for n-type semiconductor 
. ,( . 
, . 
. The standard deviation of the interface potential caused by the fluctuations 
of the interface charg~s ((5 is given by equation (14) and the standard 
deviation of the interfa~e potenti~l caused by the flu~tuations of the 
ion.ized, impurities <f 1i by equation (15). Equation (13-) is used to calcula.te-:~· -
c:( = W(U:s) ~ 
s. r wcu )c + , J L s ox s 
_ 1/2 ~ q IQI, . 
(14) · 
. I l r . 
• 
.... ···.· for.p-type · <( · q•, NAW(U
5
):! (1- e-6s) 
______ ---------------·~ ~em1conductor B = 2 [w (u ) C + E-
5
, J _ 
. s ox . 
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""· 
> · · . N55 in accumulation-depletion region from a measured value of (J,) max. · ' . 
'·· 
3.312 ,Weak inversion region -· - .. 
·. . ~ 
In the weak inversion region (u8/p<'f'5 . <2u8/p. for p-type and ue+~~5> 
2u8/~ for n-type semiconductor), the minority carrier denstty at the inter-
face 'becomes orders of magnitude greater than the corresponding majority ~-
carrier density, and the time constant associated t3ith majority carrier· 
transitions will be much greater than that associated with minority carrier 
transitions. If the applied a.c. signal frequency is comparable to,( 1 . , 
maJ 
. ' . 
',,: '.· ' 
./ 
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as is found for Si-Si02-metal' structures in experiments8• then there will 
be hardly any loss due to minority carrier transitionso Under this condi-
tion R5 min z O and the MIS equi va.lent circuit takes the folf!fl represented __ 
in Figo 2o22 g-ho For the net equivalent circuit in Figo 2o22h, the fol-
lowing relations hold. ~ has a maximwn at w1'maj = 1 and ~i) max 
. css 
where 1' - ---
, _ _ _ _ -_ maj - G55 
· can be expressed as in equation (16) ·, which can be used to obtain N55 from 
a measured value of (~)max in ihe weak inversion region. 
~- .. ___ ·. ____ .. _:.~---- -~- .. -~- -· 
- ·--··· ·-----. ,-.··-··---~--~· 
. . . 3.32 Procedure 
,' !; . 
~ 
. 3.321 Interface state density vs. interface potential _ 
A. Accumulation-depletion region • 
• 
l--·· (1) A set of c1 - VB and G1 - v8 curves .are measured at different fre-
quencies between 50 Hz and 1 MHz (see Figs. 3.6 and 3.7). Using equations 
G (17) and (18) respectively, c3 and~ can be obtained from the measured 
values of c1 and G1• Then c3 - v8 and~ - v8 curves are plotted (see 
Figs. 3.8 and 3.9) and (~)max is found~nd also c3 at the corresponding 
· 2 2 2 r '- 2J CoxCG1 + w C1 ) LW-C1 (Cox - C1) - G1 C3 = . 
. 2 2 2 r. 2 21 2 
I- : . 
. . 
value of v8 • _ 
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(2) To calculate d's and <S'8 , values of Cox• W(ii's) ·, d., Q, Us and 
NA or N0 must be k.notm o C0 x is obtained similarly as in section 3 o 12. 
W(u5 ) is obtained from the simple -relation of equation (19) , c5 c (u5 ) being 
G· 
obtainable from the measured values of (j)max and the corresponding c3, ··· 
according. to equation (20) 8• It has been found8 · that ot 112 has about 1. 5 
· . (19) , ~-· 
' j ,.t 
. "{, '·· 
) -
. ' . 
{20) .· · 
times the value and the same bj.as dependence as _the silicon space-charge 
layer width. The density of interface charges (interface state charges as· 
well as Quilt-in charges in the insulator) is obtained from equation (22) 
{d._ =- 1.5 W(u) 
. s 
-





which can be derived from the simple relationships between charge; voltage 
and capacitance. The space-charge density in the semiconductor Q5c is a 
function of interface potential and doping density and can be expressed in 








-is positive and the+ sign when u is negative. 
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· (3) The-interface pote~tial is obtained directly from- the measured low ... 
frequency capacitance curve a.'s in the case of method
4 
2 (section 3021) Q Only 
· the additive constant K is determined in an alternative iiayo In the depletion 
region except near flat band or mid-gap, equations (3) and (4) can be simpli-
. 2 2 fied and c0 - can be expressed as follows (equati~n (24)). . c0:- (us) evaluated 
·. for p-type 
semiconductor 
for n-type ~ 
semiconductor · 
., . 
. . ·';_' 
.. _ ... 
. ~ . 




by using equation (20) , and plotted vs. % - K - kT · in case of p-type 
q 
. ,. ... ~ 
semiconductor or vs. \fJs - K + kT in case of n-type semiconductor will yield q 
a straight line (see Fig. 3.10). The intercept of this line with the abscissa 
when extrapolated to c0-
2 
= 0 gives -K. The slope of the line gives the 
doping density according to equation (24). 
. I 
(4) Finally equations (5), (6), (11)., (13)-(15), (17)-(24) are to be 
used to obtain N55 as a function of the interface potential. A numerical 
integration is carried out to solve equation (13) for N55 • Two computer 




B. Weak inversion region ~ .. 
.. . 
(1) I h k . . . C V d G3 V n t e wea 1nvers1on region, 3 - 8 an ~ - 8 curves are 
obtained from the measured c1 - v8 and G1 - v8 curves in the same way as in 
part A of this section. 
t,.,'' 
, .. ' 
,,-.j 
. . : ' 
... 
' ,· ' I 
., 
' . . 
' ' 
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(2) Knowing the value of (~) .. 
--- ----- w max 
be obtained from equation (16)o 





•· : \ 
__ (3) The interface potential is found in the same manner as in part A. t _ \ . 
3.322 Interface state time constant and capture cross-section 
- G In the accumulation-depletion region the cJ - v8 curve has a maximum 
_ at GJ1 maj = 2. 5 and in the weak inversion region at w1' maj = 1. So knowing 
the frequency of the applied a.c. signal, the time con~tant involved in . 
the transition of majority carriers into and from the interface states 
1maj can be easily found as a function of the interface potential. The 
time constant 1'maj can be expressed in terms of the interface potential 
-and the interface state capture cross-section tfmaj as follows (equation (25)}. 
-
for _p-type 1maj 1 
(u · - u8) i 
- e s 




' 1 -(ii -u ) for n-type 1maj - e s B semiconductor,, vcr . n. 
maJ 1 
The ln 1'maj vs. (us - u8} curve is found to be a straight line indicating 
-that <f'maj is independe~t of band-gap energy. From this cu~e (see Figs. 
- 7 -3.15 and 3ol6) and equation (25) -~aj is easily found, using v = 10 cm/sec 
for both holes and electrons. 
. ' 
·3.33 Range 
The range of this technique is confined to depletion and weak inversion 
regions. In the accumulation region, the frequency at which G3/GJ has a 
maximum is higher than 1 MHz and so is beyond the range of the presently 
~ available measuring equipmento· In the mid-gap region (a few kT/q around 
the intrinsic level), holes and electrons have nearly the same density at 
.c - -- -- - -
-¥ 
' ,,,,.· . 
. _.-s::' .•. 
22 
,· 
the interface and therefore ~r~!1$it~~nqfboth majority and minority ____ _______'., _______________________ --·-·· -·· 
carriers·into and from the interface states has to be considered instead of 
only the majority carrier transitions as treated in section 3o3lo · The MIS 
equivaient circuit for mid-gap region is represented in Fi-go 2o22io In the 
strong inversion region ( 'f's) 2u8/~ · for p-type and ~s ( 2u8/~ for n-type 
·-···--·-····--··-··------·semiconductor), the conductance technique _cannot be used because a theoreti- __ · -
cal tre~tment is still lacking~. For the above reasons this technique cannot · 
be used in.accumulation, mid-gap.and.inversion regions. 
3.34 Merits 
. ' (1) The cond,wetance technique is the most accurate of all the methods.· ~ 
. 
The .final results are obtained from direct_ly measured quantities. The MIS 
·----·-- ·_,_ 
equivalent conductance G1 is much more sensitive to interface state density 
than the MIS equivalent capacitance c1 is (see Figs. 3.6 and 3.-7) ·-. 
(2) This is the only technique that obtains majority carrier transition 
time constant vs. interface potential and the interface state capture cross-
section. 
· 3. 35· Demerits 
' ' .. 
(1) This technique is obviously very,time-consuming. 
(2) It can only be applied successfully to MIS samples that do not drift 
and show no hysteresis. 
(3) If Nss is rapidly varying with the band-gap energy in the weak 
inversion region, then in section 3.312 fluctuations of the interface 
potential have to be taken into account. 
' ' 
• 
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. 3'.36 ... ~ Sensitivity · ~ 
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The sensitivity cf this technique depends on the sensitivity wlth which . . . 
·: ~ 
conductance can be measuredo In the case of the Boonton capacitance bridge 
it is of the order of 5 Jt: 10-lO mho~ In the case of the· Lock-in-amplifier, 
it is of the order of 2 X 10-lO _mho at 5000 Hz and a value inversely pro-
. portional_ at other frequencies. Assuming at (::)max: 
- -~ 
area under the _field plate = 2 o 0.2 X 1 o-3 cm2, 
5 X lO~lO G = -- = l . 2.02 X 10-3 
2.5- x 10-7 mho2' cl.= 16 x 10-12 = 8 x 10-9 farad ' 
cm 2.02 x 10-3 cm2 
·-----
· C0 x = 1.6 x 10-8 far;d and f = 5000 Hz, 
cm \~.,,J\ 
-- . . "' : 
. ; 
we obtain from equation (18)(~3' = 3.15 x 10·11 mho-sec. It is also I . , cm2 max 
assumed that the above value of (G3/CJ .'' )max occurs in the weak inversion 
region. Then from equation (16):(N55)min 4 x 108/V-cm2• 
' ·--- .. ·. .... . 
. /: 




---3.4 MIS sample temperature variation technique: Method 4 . - . :', ); ' ., . : '_. -. : 
· 3.41 Theory 
At flat band condition, the semiconductor space-charge capacitance C5c 









applied a.co signal is sufficiently high (1 MHz) so that there is no contri-






equivalent. capacitance at flat · band Cf. b. is given by equation (27) • At 
' 
--·---------------------------·-------------------·-----·- .------ --- --
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· ·flat band") the Fermi level at the interface is the same as in the bulk. If 
_the temperature of the MIS sample is known and also the semiconductor doping. 
den~ity, then the· Fermi level-- in· the bulk semiconductor can be· determined 
from equation (28) which is a result of charge _neutrality in the semiconductor. 
+ 
NA - ._ - - - -(Ep-Ey) 
--------- = Ny -exp ·----
No + _____ _ 
kT 1 + ex kT 
. ' 
,'. -- ~ . -~ - ---- - 2ffm *kT 312 ~ *kT 3/ 2 .. 
· where NC = 2 h; and Ny .~ 2 h2 
(28) 
For p-type semiconductor equation (28) is evaluated putting- N0 = 0 and in 
-" 
ca~e of n-type semiconductor by putting NA = O. If the MIS sample tempera- ---- ---------- -· -- -
ture is varied and the semiconductor-insulator interfac·e is always kept at 
' flat-band condition, then the Fermi level will move up or down the band-gap 
at the interface. As a result the 'interface states are either charged or 
discharged and the d.c. bias necessary to maintain the flat-band condition 
at the interface·changes· with·the· sample temperature. This change in the 
. . 6.Qss d.c. bias at flat band (V8).f b is equal to C , where l\Q5 s is t~e 
. • ox 
· change in interface state charge density9• Then from equation (9): 
I d(Va) fob. , _ css 1 dQss = cox dEps 
Nss - . q = q . d '+'s C\ • q 
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3.42 Procedure. 
··--. ,-·---··---------·-----------------·-··· .... 
. "· ' 
(1) The oxide capacitance C0 x'and the semiconductor doping density 
- are first obtained in the manner described in section 3 .12 wi:_th the MIS 
·sample at 300°K~ 
(2) Then a sequence of temperature values is chosen ·.in the range SO~K 
. 
. 
to 300°K such that the Fermi level varies in the bulk semi~onductor between -
its position at 300°K and the nearest band e_dge in steps of 25 meV. For 
. this purpose equation (28) is used. The effective hole and electron masses 
can be calculated from equation (30) 10, and the band gap energy for silicon 
at any temperature from equation (31) 11 • The flat band capacitance Cf .b. 
at ~ny selected tempera~ure can be calculated by using equations (26) and (27). 
b 
----=,-. --- 1_, . . -.... . -~· ... :.--,_ ·---
(*N2m 2m ) 1/3 ' m * - (30) e t 1 
11\i * - (m 3/2 + m 3/2)2/3 ,. -
''"' 
1 2 :ta ..... 
, 
·-
Eg = _[l.~05 - 2.8 x -l0-4T]eV (31) 
.. 
The majority carrier density in the bul~ is calculated by using equation 
(5) or (6). 
(3) The MIS sample temperature is then changed from 300°K to the 
selected values one by one and at each selected temperature the d.c. bias 
is so adjusted that the total MIS equivalent parallel capacitance at 1 MHz 
is equal to the calculated value of cf.b. at that temperature. This value 
.. 
of the d.c. bias at flat band condition for each temperature is noted. 
Then/e,quation (29) is used to obtain N55 • A graphic.al differentiation of · ., 
(V8)f.b. with respect to EFS is carried out. 
*N = number of ellipsoidal energy surfaces or conduction band minima. 
{ 
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The part of the band.-gap· this technique can scan is limited to the ·. 
p ~ 
a.'ccumulation region only. If the MIS sample temperature is brought t'o 
values above the room temperature, then the sample's stability.and 
properties may change. So very little of the depletion region can be 




. . . 
(1) This is the only effectiv~ technique available to scan the accumu-
lation region or the region near the band edge.· 
(2) The measurements are not affected by built-in charges and semi-
conductor-metal work function difference as in the case of method 1, so long 
as they are not functions of the Fermi level inside the semiconductor 
band-gap. 
... 
(3) A graphical differentiation here is not so inaccurate as in the 
case of method 1, as the interface charge density changes quite rapidly 
with the Fermi level near the band edges. 
.. ' 
3.45 Demerits 
(1) The measurement set-up is not so simple as in the case of method 1 
(2) The value of the dopi.ng density used, if inaccurate., will affect 
the results. 
(3) The interface state charge density is a fwtction of the Fenni level 
as well as·of the temperature. So we have12 : 
dQSS '""t> Qss 
+ 
l)Qss 
-,q. - • 
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27 
. The inter£ ace · state density N55 is direCtly prQportional to bQss and 
._ 'b ·'Vs. 
. ,, 
. ~ ' ' 
- - ,_ 
--,· ' - . 
.. ' . 
in general not directly propOttional to dQss (eqllation (29)). The second 
dEpg . , 
term on the right hand side of equation (32) ·is not zero if N is a function 
• • • f ss 
of the energy level in the band-gap, which is very much so in the 
accwnulation region. This second term, whose magnitude though is not too 
large, will.introduce some error. 
-(4) Only stable MIS samples are suitable for this techniq~e 
. •I 
3~46 Sensitivity 
The sensitivity of this technique is· limited by the- considerations.of 
I 
fixed charge density and that of the accuracy with which (V8):£b. is _measured •. 
If it i~ assumed that A (~s) £b. must be at least O. 25 volt for a corresponding· ~ 
6Epg equal to 0.025 eV, ~~en (N55)min can be obtained from equation (29) 
fpr Coi- = 1.6 x 10-8. farad/cm2: 
, 
·(Nss)min = 1012 iv-cm2 
·.:.._ 
·' 
• l •.• 
' . 
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4. MEASURING CIRCUITS AND MEASUREi1ENT APPARATUS ' ~-,' ' . 
Two different circuits are used for measurements depending on the 
frequency of the applied aoCo signalo The circuit in Figo 4ol is used in 
¥ . . the frequency range 5 kHz to 1 MHz and the one in Fig. 4. 2 (a) in the 
frequency range 50 Hz to' 5 kHz. The latter circuit can be used for fre-
.... 
quencies up to 150 kHz and. also down to -1. SHz, but below SO Hz noise ,. , ··· · 
problems arise • 
.. Circuit 1 (Fig. 4.1): The MIS equivalent capacitance· and conductance are 
read directly on the Boonton capacitance bridge. Model 75A is used at 
l.MHz and model 75C in the frequency range 5 kHz to 500 kHz. An external 
smoothly variable bat_tery supply is used -for the d.c. bias instead of the 
one inside the capacitance bridge. ·The d.c. bias is read on the H.P. 
3439A digital voltmeter. The H.P. 3439A digital voltmeter has an input 
resistance of 107 ohms. The MIS equivalent parallel resistance (l/G1) 
may vary between 
(l/CJC1 ) between 
10 "' -105 and 10 ohms and the MIS equivalent parallel reactance 
103 to 109 ohms. So the Keithley 610B electrometer which 
has an input resistance of 1014 ohms plus a shunt capacitance of 22 pF is 
used for impedance transformation. The amplitude of the applied ac signal· 
is read on the wave analyzer which can also be used to examine the waveform. 
The frequency of the applied a.c. signal is read on the frequency counter. 
Since the applied a. c. signal is··· small in magnitude, it is amplified before 
being fed into the frequency counter. The oscilloscope monitors the a.c. 
.... - . 
• • 
signal i-1aveshape. 
Circuit 2 (Fig. 4.2(a)): The internal oscillator in the P.A.R. HR-8 lock- \ 
in-amplifier provides the applied a.c. signal. The capacitance CR blocks 
the d.c. bias and the resistance RR is so chosen that the a.c. signal 
. {\ 
• 













. ,.... --. 
- ..... =.______.=, ............................... = - - ~~, 






.. amplitude remains constant even. when the load is varying. The variable 
d.c. bias supply, electrometer 9 digital voltmeter., oscilloscope, ·wave 
analyzer, frequency counter and amplifier serve the same purpose as in circuit 1. 
The d.c. ·bias as well as the a.c. signal are applied across the MIS in series 
with the resistance Rexq,, Rexis so chosen that the· conditions Rex {{ l/wc1 
,·.:;, 
· and Rex {(l/G1 are fulfilled. Under these conditions, from Fig. 4.2(b) I 
~ 
which is the equivalent a. c. circuit of. the .one in Fig. 4. 2 (a).: 
Re(V5 ) = VR(tlRex , . \.,_~Jm(V5 ) = VR G.> Cl Rex 
·., ~here VR = applied a.c. signal - , V = signal into lock-in-amplifier • s. 
Tfi~· lock-in-amplifier reads either Re (Vs) or Im (V 5 ) according to the phase 
setting, and therefore obtains c1 or G1 multiplied by a constant factor. 
The X-Y recorder plots c1 times a constant vs. VB and G1 times a constant 
vs. v8 curves directly. The R-C calibration box.is used for calibration 
. as we11·as phase adjustment purposes. 
The following precautions are taken during measurements to eliminate 
errors: 
(1) All external connections are made by shielded cables and all equipment 
are properly grounded. 
(2) The optimum a.c. signal amplitude is chosen to be 15 mV r.m.s. for the 
samples measured. Its value depends on the insulator thickness and the 
semiconductor doping density. Smaller signal amplitude results in decreased 
sensitivity and if the signal amplit~4~ is larger, then the harmonics in the 
signal may produce a spurious conductance due to the non-linear charge-voltage 
characteristic of the MIS. · 
s · (3) The MIS sample was placed in a light-tight box. A steady stream of dry 
nitrogen was supplied to the box to prevent leakage current along the air 
insulator inter~ace • 
.,, 
. : j. 
" .. .. 
.. ,. ~ 
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- 5. · EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND OISCUSSION I . 
The six-MIS samples that were subjected to tec~niques 1~ 2 and 3 
i,· resp_ecti vely tJere prepared according to· the processing schedule presented A. 
J, \ -;: 
1 
. in Table 1. For all samples the 20 mil dots were used • Table 2 lists 
some useful data on these samples obtained exp\erimentally. The fixed 
J 
charge density is determ.ined from ( AV8)f.b. which actually .includes also 
the effect of interface state.charges and wor~ function difference. 
The error in the values o.f fixed charged density thus obtained is generally 
not large. 
Table 3 lists the values of (N5slmin obtained for methods r and 2 
from the values of fixed charge density and C0 x listed in TaQle 2. 
Figs. 3.2 and 3.3 record the graphs of Cox ·AVB vs.- band-gap ene.rgy obtained 
q 
I?. from method 1. These graphs are differentiated to obtain N55 as a function. 
of band-gap energy and the final results are given in Table 5 • 
• 
The differentiation was carried out over large increments of band-gap 
en~rgy to avoid the effect of inaccuracy in the values of A~8 • 
Table 4 lists the values of bulk doping density and the values of 
average doping density in the space charge region obtained from methods 
1 and 3 respectively. Values of N0 obtained from, the above two metho~s 
compare quite well and it is difficult to say which method gives the more 
accurate value. Calculations for No in both the methods were based on 
the assumption of uniform doping density throughout the semic~uctor. 
For all the samples except one, Table 4 shows a pile-up of impurity atoms 
near the interface. 
other authors5• 
This has been observed for n-type impurities by 
Table 6 lists the values of the additive constant K obtained from 
methods 2 and 3 respectively. The results from two methods compare very 
. I 
.~ ' . . 












Table 7 lists some useful data obtained from method 3. It is seen 
· that cr5 is in general much higher than <r8 indicating that the effe_ct .of ' 
\ 
random distribution of interface state and built-in charges over. the plane 
I , . • , . 
of the interface on interfa.,ce potential is more pronounced than that· of 
the random distribution of ionized impurities in the semiconductor 
. space-charge region8• Equations (13) and· (16)· differ by th~ factor F. 
Table 7 sho\\1S that its value 1 ies between O. 3 and 1. Table 7 lists also 
., 
values of <.\' maj c;,btained from method 3. These values compare well- with· - -
the.results obtained by other authors8. 
Figs. 3.13 and 3.14 re.cord the N55 vs. ban~-gap energy curves· obtained 
from method 3. Figs. 3.15 an.d 3.16 record the 'rm . vs. band-gap energy 
: aJ 
curves obtained also from.the above method. The results iri the above 
. ~ . 
Figs. compare well with those of other author.s8 • 
Figs. 3.11 and 3.12 present a comparison between the values of N55 
obtained from methods 2 and 3 respectively. These ~igs. along with 
Table 5 present a comparison between the results obtained from methods 1, 2 
and 3 respectively. Methods 2 and 3 compare well for samples NIS, NOS and 
NID,. but not so for the other samples. This is clear from the values of 
(N ) . given in Table 3, i.e. for samples NOA, NOD and NIA method 2 
ss min 
would not be very accurate. Method 1 also agrees better with methods 2 and 
3 for samples NIS, NOS, and NID than for samples NOA, NOD and NIA. 
Some explanation of this effect can be found i~ Table 3 which indicates 
.. 
that method l would not be very accurate for all the samples measured. 
It has been generally observed that N55 is higher for semiconductor 
surface orientation (111) tha11 that for orientation (100) 8•9• It is 
also ivell established noi;r that N55 goes dot~Jn as the oxide grot~ing process 
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in this paper do nbt contradict any of the above statements whe·n it is 
remembered that the different forms of Si02 were not grown in the same 
furnaceo 
32 
For sample NOA some values of Css' were obtained from method 3 in the 
weak inversion region. But C55 !!as found to vary rapidly with the band-
·gap energy and'therefore the theory presented in section 3.312 would.not· 
..., 
· have been applicable. 
.... . 
, Finally, it is easy to select any of the four methods mentioned in 
;t. 
this paper on the basis of ra_nge,. sensitivity and time consumption which 
have been discussed here. Time consumption goes higher from·method 1 to 
2 to 4 to 3. Sensitivity goes higher from method 1 to 4 to 2 to 3. 
' . 
Method 4 is·· ·illdispensable in the accumulation region. Methods 1, 2 and- 3 
h •.. .:. ·• ,,, ,: • 
are all valid in the ;- dep~etiQtl - weak inversion region. 
" [ 
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33 -
._ . A._ -COMPUTER PROGRM1S FOR CALCULATIONS INVOLVED IN THE DETERMINATION 
-
OF INTERFACE STATE DENSITY,:·,. 
Program #1 
Program· 1 carries out the calculations involved in method 1 as has. 
been mentioned in section 3el2o The DATA cards consist of the following_: 




(2) The second card contains the oxide capacitance in pF, the holder 
. ' 
. 2 . -3 °· 
capacitance, if any, in pF, the gate area _ in cm , N0 in cm , t in A and 
a parameter IPUNCH which determines whether the output cards are to be 
pmtched or not. If CMAX, CHOLD, and AREA are given., t measured directly 
by some technique is not necessary. 
. . (3) The third and subsequent cards. contain the measured c1 in pF, 
the corresponding V 8 in vol ts and a parameter K. For capacitances in · the 
inversion ~gion, the capacj.tance value must be preceded by a minus sign. 
The output ~ill contain the followi~g: 
(1) The information_ given on the first data card, the value of N0 
Wied in cut3 , Ec - EF in eV, C0 x in farad/cm
2
, calculated t in A, calculated 
I 
relative dielectric constant for the.insulator, theoretical C. /C and 
min ox 
the nwnber of the point on the ideal curve at which C. occurs~ 
. , min 
(2) This will be followed by columns of Q5/q in cm - 2, (Ec -EF-;5 ) 
in eV, (EF - 1\i + iJ,5 ) in eV, "15 in volt, c1/C0 x, v8 in volt and the . 
number of the point (II) in the ideal curve for which the match in the 
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.. ,. 
" The symbols used for the variables in this computer program have · the .· 
CMA}{ ~ C iim ·· -nF 
Oit r 





EOX = e0x 
COX= C 
. . ox ' 
s =tin X cca1cu1ated) 
PSI = 1'15 
AREA .. :: gate area · in cm2 
DD= ND 
EG = Eg 
DH = p 
0 
-., 
REOX = relative dielectric 
constant of the 
insulator (calculated) 
VOLT= v8 (theoretical) 
a . 
T =· t in l ,, 
IPUNCH = a parameter 
which determines 
) whether the 
· output cards 
are to be 
punched or 'DOt .• 




UPSI = u5 
SURF POT = ;
5 CAP= c1/C0x (fheoreti~al) CP = measured c1 in pf 
, . 
BIAS= m~asur~d y8 
, .. 
Program 12 ) 
'Program 2 carries out the calculations involved in method 2 to obtain 
~ 
the theoretical values of C5 c/C0 x as a function of ; 5 • The DATA cards are 
the first two ones of p~gram 1. 
11le output will contain the followi_ng: .? 
(l) The infomation_ given on the first data card. 
(2) This will be followed by columns of •s· in volt, C5 c/C0x and the 
··n1111ber of the point (I) on the ideal curve. 
The symbol used for the variables in this computer program have 
alr~ady been e1cplained in program 1 except only the following: 
SCCAPA = C /C = CSCA. SC OX 
) 
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Program 3 carries· out the calculations involved· in ·equations· (17) and 
(18) that are connected with method 3. · The DATA cards consist of the 
following: 
(1) ·The first card. is the same as for p~ogr~ 1. 




(3) The third card and the subsequent ones contain c1 in pF,. G1 i~ · 
llho, V 8 in volt and ~ parameter K. , .. ~ 
' 
The output will contain the following: 
(1) The information_ given on the first data card. 
. (2) The frequency in Hz followed by ~olumns of v8 in volts, G3/w 




'lbe symbols used for the variables in this computer p~graa have the 
followi_ng meani_ng: 
F = f 
COXA = C in pF · ox 
AREA• gate area in ca2 
.COX • C0x 
Program 14 
BIAS = v8 
GPW = G3/fa> 
CPW = c3 
CM• c1 
OtA = c1 in pF 
GMA = G1 in lllho 
w = w 
'i ~ 
; ·-., 
Program 4 carries out the res~ of the calculations involved in method 3, 
section 3 o 321. To numerically evaluate the int_egral in equation (13), a 
QUAD function subp:rogrrul!l that is based on Gauss's quadrature method is used. 
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,. (1) The first card is the same as for p~ogram 1. 
(2) The second c~:rd contains temperature in °K. n1 in cnt3, ND in cm - 3 
. 2 
and C in farad/cm o Olt 
' -(3) The third ooid the subsequent cards contain·u5 in units of kT/q, 
. 
2 C. . f d/ 2 G / • mh / 2 V . 1 ,Id . ·ce 1n cm , 3 1n . ara cm , 3 fd 1n o-sec cm , 8 1n vo ts an 
a parameter K. 
The output will. contain the· followi_ng: · · 
(1) The information given on the· first data card. 
(2) This followed by columns of u in units of kT/q, s 2 . 2' -1 G3/w in mho-sec/cm and Nss in (V-cm) • 
.' . 
v8 .in volts, . 
' / 
The symbols used for the variables in this computer p~gr&ll have the· 
following meani_ng: 
us = u 
s -USB = u s 
.NSS = N . 
-Y(US) = y · 




COX = C · ·-. 
ox 
QS = q 
BK = k 
EPSI = £5 
I= W 
. t : •; 
.'' -~ ... , ..... 1• _: .• • ' 
',' 
' ~· : . ": ' 




·.....___,/ DI = n. 
1 
DD= ND 
UB = u8 
BETA= S 
ALPHA = a -
. QSC = Qsc 
• .•. ,. '.I-
. ' : . ~ .. - : . 
- '' " 
, r .. : ... 
'._; ' 
.. ,- ·. 
:,1 ... 1 
' " t 
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s 
SIGB = a8 
CP = c3 
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PROGRAM #1:. METHOD 1, N-TYPE SE~1ICONDUCTOR 37 
rORT;~AN r v p cn2:?:,H6 ~ o o 4 D 
$ J O 8 } hJ O l I ~ T p a\i D C A f, 0 S 




D I ~~ t; N S 1 0 i\_: V [ 6 0 0 l J) C ( 6 0 0 l , P ( 6 0 0 l 
DIMENSION CARIJ[27J · 
,' .. •' ... 
C l. o IN P l.1 T P A R A M E T E R S 
34 REAiJ 105, GARD 
. :' ...... 
_ _, ···-~ ... 
105 FORMAT (1~AJ,11A3,A2l .· ... 
. , PRINT :l.08, CARD 
,._ ...... _••',., -: r 
108 FORMAT [1H1, 15A~, 11A3, A2J 
READ 100,C·MAXiCHOLD,AREA,DD,T,IPUNCH 
-.... ·1·· 0 0 F O R M A T f 2 F 1 · 0 " O , 2 E 1 0 a O .o F 1 0 , . 0 ., I 1 0 l .. 
42 ES·= 12o*8o65E~14 
. .' . . - . ... . .·~ . •' 
. . 
" ->,. • ... " •. , - , ,• •.. ',.;~. '' ', . • ·•· ~• , ' '-·' • ' • • I • 
---. ...... " - .. ,_ __ EoX = 3o82•cio85E~14 . . 
------~__:__ ______ ,. ---------~-.- '. ;· .. ··-·--- ·. ···- .. ---·-·. -
... . EG = 1cl1 
·. · -~c·····.·~-·~·- ·2. ·cALCUtAT lONS OF USEFUL PARAMETERS 
.. 
,,,..:...., ... ,_.,,,.,.-.,.,.., ,-.~,.;c ••o, ~·.· ••• '-,··~·<,''..: ,.• .... :~·,,·,·-: i .. ;·\.,'~-•."::•· ."'· • •,·••, • ••, 
DELEC = 0,026~ALOG[2,5*1,15E1~/DDl 
. _ ........ - -~ . .. D E B i·~ = S Q R T C O , 0 2 6 ~ f:: S / ( D D * 3 e 2 E ~ 1 9 J l 
V' •. 
, . 
. . ·: . 
-- . I 
:: ' ... , ...... , .• ., ·-··· ......... , .;.; ... ; ., . ·.~,- .. , " , .. , •••. :: •• ; •• , ... , "·' ' . .. • . i ' I • , • • 
. ' 
DH: 2o5~0o43E19/EXP([~G - DELECl/0,026] 
-· , .. ·~ -~ ....... C O X A = C M A X . ° C H O L D • . . .. - • ' • ' '• L '. ·,• • • - ' C: •' •' ~ • • '• -~· ... ,,,,,. •. ·,,, "".,_ .,,·"I-• .. ..,,. .. ,.,._ ...... .,.. .. ~-.-.... .-:9" -""'"": .-~·- ··-· !--;···, 1,•·"': ..-t•h. ,._ ·,· •-. ' 
CO ::· ES/PEAN 
; ....... ,,.;_-, ,.•4-a•.·.-,·.-•,•-- ,'- -
•. • ... ' .., ......... ,-· ·-· ,•,,-.;._,..,_.:""' ........... r-··" "<;,-" ·~-,<- -~ ......... ,1, _'.;, .... ,. -f "":· -. '';" ',,_ •••.•. ; ' •• 1- . _, D = DH/DD 
IF [CMAX.GT.t.1.0R,CMAX;Lr.·,9J GO TO 202 
-·--2-i)·1··cox ·= . [ EOX/T}•·1·."0Es········· .. ,, ....................... -,-~- ··-··· .... .-,--·~-"·.·- ;"····~--.,~----~-;-~~-~~~·-···"~---··· ..... . 
. ' 
• , J ', . '_ • - ~- -· • ....... s = 0 t O ...... • .. ·:'... •• ···-• . - ... , .... .-., ...... ~-· •• -~ •·• ~ - ..... -• ., .. ,..... ·-~ ..... •··•· ..... . .. .. --~ . , ... :--~· ~ ... . ,.:, .-·' '··• ·-· ..,_,.' •-, , ..,.·· ~·• ~.-, •. ~,. ·-~ c,<'. • ...... --~•·, . • ~: •.• ··"· ,, . REOX = Q.O .. 
·. GO TO 2 0 ~~ 
. .. 
. . ..----·-2·0 2 .... CO X . = 1 • 0 E - 1 · 2 * CO X A I A RE A.•, ,~•.· ~. ••• ..... _._ .,-,·•-·e~, ~-~-~•~ • " ... •~·,.,.~•-, .-• ·•·+'.;""~ ~·~·- ·•·· , .... ,,~-·~~··••••c••··---•, .. ~.,, .. ,..~ ... -,-·'.d-••••-·•·:' 
. S· = 1.0ER•EOX/COX 
. 
-
_, ... _ .: .. -- .-... -- \ 
- - ··- .,._ --- -· - .. • ···"' ... ....: ... i....- ...... "' - ,.. ..... - ... 1--. '.f.•<'t --- ..- - ... #-, -) .... - - ..,. -~~ ........... -- ·- ·-· .. -- .••• - ".,.. __ ' ............ _ ~:.,l.i,,' ............... ·""' -·. - • ,-
. . · · · · : , R I; o x = c o x * ~r I a • a 5 E . .., 6 . . · . ... _ . _ . .. . . . . " . -: . - · 
. 2 03 B = CO/ C O X · '
1 
. • . • • 
. · •- '2 . · ·c·· --~ ·- ...... 3 • · C A L C U L A T l ON S O F. T HE ... H °f.";.: .M O S. -C A P A C I T A N CE. . . ·.· -·. -~ -. ~- ....... - -~ , . ~-· ~ ·. '"": -· -- -o· ." ... · . 
. ' 
- - - . 
L = 5 0 ') • * U EL EC 
.... -.· ' .-:,-•· ...•.•. ,. ... , ,· •----,,-,-,•-.,--- .-.-,, ...... -· ·., , ..... _,.. • ., ., • . !'-:,-•. ~ -· •. ., - .... · ··\ .. • .••. ·-··~., .... , •. \ ~- .-. ,.~ ... •_, .... a_•;-"'f"T""':".,.'·-·7"" ·i---·.-,·'l''··-.."f't:••,i,.,. ""·''"11" .. -~-.- ••• _,. ........ ~ ... r··;·:···""--~'-'-... ..;~_-., -.... 
_ ............... ...,.--.. -~---. 
N = 500.*EG 
• 
. . ..... _ ._ . . 3 D O 4 l = 1 , N , 1 
---" - *-•• -·•-.... -·•• 
-·• ., ·,- ····· ·--, .... , ~-. .~.- -- ..... ~ ,_., ··- ,.-- ··~J ~·· ·.·"· i- ... -.. -- .~··•·, ••• ,, .. r '"'' ,··~- ···r .,..,,. •'":"'" ••·:~ •.·· ~ ... , ... _.--, - .. ,, --.,-.· .... ., ·i,• ·-~·~ -~~· •• ,,..., ~'/•"· ,• .• ..__ ,_•.-. -~~ .••.•. ,.. ... T, I'···, ·· 
. . ·-:. 
~ · . . AI :: L - I + 1 
PSI = o.oo~*Al + 0~0001 
- - - - - - UPS I ·. =. PS I/ U , 0·2 6. ... .. . . . . -· ... , ..... -- .. .. . .. .. . . . . . . . .. ... . . ...... . 
,. 
. BRAC = SORTlEXP(UPSJl-UPSI .,1.0 ·+D•(EXPC~U?SI] +JpSI-1,0ll . 
. 
· . -----+-· .. IF (PST l 5, 4, 7 
.. 5 VOLT= 0,0?6•(UPS1 ~ 8•RRACl 
-------- CAP = 1./(1CD~2.*RRAC/8/[f:XP[UPSI l~l,OwD•[E)(P[~UPSil•1,0JJ] 
GO TO P 
. · - - - - 7- -VOL T = O o O 2 6 * ( UPS I + B * 8 R.A C l . . 
CAP=1./[1o=2n*BRAC/8/[1.0~EXP(UPSI]+D•CEXP[~UPSIJ~1.0]]] 
----"·- :a V f I J = . V O L T . 
PCIJ = PSI 




. 4 CONTINUE , __ ;_ - - ..,._.., .... 
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. -~-
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PrIJ = o.o· 
C[IJ:: OoO 
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C 40 CHECK FOH MINfMUM CAPACITANCE ·' 
-· . . - . . S M A L L = C [ 1 J 
JJ = 2 
.. -·· -· 7 1 I F ( S fv1 A L L = C r ~ J J l 
72 SMALL= C[J~J 
JJ = Jj{ .. 1 
GO TO 71 
73 JJf/i!N = JJ 
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PROGRAf\1 ti 1 : CONTINUED 
·~ ... , •• -- ·.-,-.. ... .. ,. • .,. 0.,: .. , 
C 
CM ·r N = C r J "J j 
. ). .. 
~ C PR Ii\: .. r r NG ·o F PF. h T I r\J ENT p A. f~\~M r: TE Rs. 
PRINT 101,DDaOEL~C,COX,SsREO~,CMIN,JJMJN 
t01 FORMATf25HOUONOk CO~CENTRATION ~E8o3/ 
2 2 5 ~-J F Eh Ml ~ C ON D UC l A f\i CE = F 8 ~ 3 / 
325~ OXJDE~CAP/UNIT AREA ~f10o3/ 
· 4?5~ OX1Df TH!CKNEbS [CALCJ ;F10e3/ 
,• ........... , .. 
5 ?. 5 t--t f- 0 X [ C A L C l = F 8 o 2 / 
. 6 ?. 5 r4• C M I N :: F 8 ~ 3 / 




d75H Dt:NS I Ty ENBECOE'.SA ENABVABA SURF'POT · NORMCAP 81! 
9S · Il//J ! 
. · ~~ .. _ , ___ 6 • COMP AR I SUN , 0 F EX ·p FR J MENTAL RESULT _S .. . .. l 
9 0 R E P. D i .. n 2 , C P , 8 I A S , K ~ 
1 0 2 F O P M A T . [ 2 F 1 U Q O ,· I j_ U l . . . . . . i 
........ - ..... IF, ( C P J . 3 5, ;~ 4,, 3 3 · . .- .. ·--·······".. .. ..... ., ...... _ -··-··· .................. ··- ···;·· . ·-·· .,... .., ... ., ·~ 
3 3 C P N = ( C P ... CHOL D l /CO x·A. \! 
...• ' -. .... .. .. . '"'" . 
, , .. ··• •• " ""' '" · ' .... ·.~. ,,. , .. ., ···:• ~~ ,r,~.•·:· .,,, ····.• ·'·:•·:· ..•. ~i•" ... , · ," .:.:.,',,.'·· ... , ,. ,., ·'·:· •"" .:'.#,· ':' , .. • .... :· ',h, .. ,.,.:, , .. , "• ·•· :.: .. ' .... · ii 
I I = 1 · · !I !:i 
: 3 0 IF ( C [ I I J-- C P N l 31, 3 l. , 3 2 . .. .~ . . . . . . .. · ~ 
.. , ·-: ·- '3 2· -.. I I .. "=. I I -+ 1 ..... -.. . . . -. . . :· .. . ....... -.... ·--: -~- ................ "" ~"' ·.· . .. .. '"· ~.,. .... , ,_, ,••· , .. ,., .. ,.,.. ........... , ...... :·-e· ... ,, :-· ,.,_· ~· ................ ". ·•. ·-·· , •.•. · .•.• •··. •, •• ... . . (i 
I -rr 
, H 
·GOTO 30( ; 
...... , . 
. . . ---·~·?·-~---·II· = l I +.· .1 .... ......... , ..... -,. . . --~-.-·--~- .. ~.-..: .. : .. , ... ,,",_,., ... ~__.... . .,.,.,-.;.~,--•~'-.~ .. ..,,., .. ~---- ... ·.---···-····· .... ~""'''·''-·· .---·~·-·······~·,,.., ... ,, ...... ,,.,, .. , ...... ·-~·-- I 
GO TO 50 · I I 
. . :. . - . 31 · V S = ·. H l A S - V C I I l . . . . .· . . . l .... -:!'--.... -••--•-· ., .. -.'- ••··• ,, . •- e, '·'.'~ -,.. ".,-~;··~,,-··•1'!,-.,•- -:..•H ,-,J ,1,.-,-,1••·•n•.-~••l"'';, ._\..o,'.-..,. •'•~:-.'.": ' ' ·~1'f"'' :.·~. •·.-,-·,•~"=-'"'."•""\.".,.._--,,! ,; .. ~,,.. - ;"":,.'.,'·'·"'""'•,.- ~1,• lh ..... •.·• """'·'°"' >t<~'$-M,~·-,.·•.••:l'"(";.,..,-~.oc,~ • ',-,,•. •~'.'/·:"";'""10 ,,1"."',-..,fs~·~t•-:'"<'o,"' , ••: · .''•-"·',• • • . •· • .. • ,l 
DS = -rcox•VS]/1,6E~19 ' · ... ' ' 
EN REC O = DEL EC - P r I l l . . . . .. . , 
. \ 
- ~ - - - ,,._,__ 
·- ~·. ,.,, , '.~ .. ,· ·-~ ••.. .,, • .,. __ ......... , ... _ ••.• ., ·.-~.· .... .:..._ ... - .. --,,.,~ -, .. , ...... , •-.•--::. - .___,_ .-....- ·•·.·- -., ••••• --· ~-----~·· ,_.,. ·--, /"·;; · .................. ·--·•·· :'°".· ,,:·~; :-.· ..... -, ~ • - ~--- ··; 
ENABVA = 1,11 ~ ENAECO ! 
C , 7 .- · P r~ I ~, T I N G O F R E ~ U L T S . . 
- - _- ..,. - .. PR l NT :l O :~ , D !::> , E i\i BF GO, EN A 8 VA , P [ I ·1 l , C P N ,· 8 I AS,· I I --- .... , __ .,,. ~~ :;.·.,~ - .... ~ .... :-,~ -." -~ ...... , .. . 
1 0 3 F O F M A T [ E :1 5 G ~~ .a 5 F 1 0 9 3 p ! 1 0 ] . ' . . ', ' '. . 
,_ ........... _ ... _.,,..,.. . . 
-. . .- - - - ~ -· . :···'.·:·., -,.. '.· ~ ~.r ·{~", .,~.-":'.\""""'° ~,. ·;.-·"'"·-~··: •·.~·" ,) ; ~~ •, ,-,. ·~ , ..... ~-:-· .. ·:-.i:.·1. •:~ ~, · · ~ ...... "! ··• · · 
JF (IPuNCHJ 61,61/160 ·'·. 
' ' . 
. . .. 6 O PUNCH 1 0 4 , D S .o EN 8 ECO , F. NA 8 ·v A , ? C I I ] , C P N; 0 I AS 
.... · 1 0 4 F OHM AT [ r: 1 '5 • ~~ , 5 F 1 0 ,. 3 l . -- . . .. . - -· ....... ~,c ~ .• ,~., ~"' ~~ ··,- · • .~ ~·- . ... ~· ~··· • . . 
~ . 
61 lF(Kl 41,90,34 
--·--· . .• • . .!.. -. -- •... ~-,,-,·~· 
41 CALL EXIT 
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OUTPUT OF PROGRAM #1 
SAMPLE N!Sb J10, 8/30/67 
D ON O ;~ C. 0 N C r: 1,1 T F A T I ON 
FERM! - · CONfJUCTA.i\JCl:: 
0 X I n E .,,. C A p / u f\1 r T . A R 17 A 
= $12ot+16 
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- -~ - ,_.,.., _.. ............. _ ...... - ..... .., -·" .... ·--- ..... . . . ... , ... _; -- __,. ......... ..-...- ;.,.,- .... -, ~ ....... ·•··· ~-. ... __. ·--, ,., .... , ' . -~ ,, .. .., . -· .·• ' ..... . 
·o.17oc:+13 o:.694 o.416 -o.432 
· -. ·-·--:·-~-,c .. -... o ~ :t 2 ·1 E ~r 1 ~.; -... --·~-~~- . o .• :5··9 4. - " .. . .. .... O • 516 . ., o ti 3 3 2 
o.113E+13 o.544 o.566 ·o,2a2 
· . :· :·-. : ·-- - -· ··o · • · :t o 6 1: + 1 :3 . -· -·· · · ·- -- · o • 51 o_· · · .. · -: ··· o • 6 o n .. o • 2 4 a 
Q.997c::+12 0.456' 0,654 -.Q,.194 
~ - - - --· -- D • 9 5 2 E + 1 2 ...... 0 ·• 3 6 0 ·. -- , ...... ,. -0 • 7 5 0 ., 0 • 0 9 8 
.. . o.919E+12 0.210 o,84G -o.ooa 
-- .. ~-- .. _.. .. . .. . 0 • 8 8 fi E: + 1 2 . . . 0 • 2 2 0 . . . -... .. . . . 0 • 8 9 0 . O , ,J 4 2 
0 • 8 6 0 E + 1 2 0 • 1 8 6 . · 0 • 9 -2 4 O • 0 7 6 
·. . ,, .'-;'." - -· ~·~ . ., ·- . 0 . _- 8 3 5 E + 1 2· . - -· ·. -- ··- -0 •· 1 6 4 ·- .. :·- ··- -· -0 , 9 4 1, O , o 9 8 
0 ~ 8 2 6 E + 1 ~ . O • 1 4 4 O • 9 6 6 0 • 11· 8 
·-·--·-.. --~---o·.·8·oaE+1·2·-~---·-·-,o··-.092 .. · · 1.012··- ·· -~-- o,164 ·· 
• c ••• -.. - • • • ·'- ~,· =-· -. 
// - 39 
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0,946 •4,500 
. 6' 0,9 - -.4,000 
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0,984 .. 2.000 
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PROGRAM # 2: METiiOD 2, N-TYPE SEMICONDUCTOR 
· ~ORTi:~AN IV~ Cl':225H6 m O 04 .1, 1967 
$JOO NULIST,NOCARDS 
$FORT~AN 
DIME~StON C(.600)·, P[600) 
D I M E N S T. 0 r,1 C A RD t 2 7 J 
C j " I I~" p tJ T p j\ R A M '= T Eh s 
34 RF.,i iJ 10~5 p CARD 
.. , ..... --· . ~ 
. - .. 
· 105JFORMAT [j5A3a11A~1A2l 
i P F~ T N T ~L O r~ P G A R D 
1 0 8 F O f~ M t, f [ 1 H 1 , 1· 5 A ~~ , :t j,. A 3 , . . : A 2· · 1 
PRINT :L~j -
. . .,_ .... ~ ... -- ... - ··- . . . . . . 
15 FOF<MAT (///~f~H SURF-POT- SCCAPA 
··---·--· READ 100,CMAX,CHOLD,ARE:A,nn .. 1',IPUNCH 
1 o o F o R 1\-1 A r r ?. F :t o • o ,, 2 E 1 o • o ., F 1 o • o ; I :r o 1 
FS = 1.2o*8QB~E-14 
··---.,.~-·-.-, ·-' .. _ .• ,¥, ,, ., 
E O X = ~.; o R 2~t1 • 8 5 E ,.14 
EG = 1.11 
,.. .... .. ....... ·~ -. ~---· ,...- . ' 
. . ~ . 
2. CALCULATIONS OF USEFUL. PARAMETERS 
D~LEC = o.o26•ALOG[2,5*1~15Ej9/DDJ 
..... - ·-·- -.-:.. ........ ~- .. .. . .. 




"i • • :.;., ''. '• 
I// l --
• ' ' -~- ,- ,°',•• A "• ,_, ,,, ' .,·••. 0 ;: '• ' 
·, ., --·· ,. -· •••• ,...,~ .•• -~ ..... · \. ,. • " '> 
. . . . 
. .. ·, . . . ·'. . .. 
.. .•. -•·--.- ., ..... :> - .-""~-- _., .. ,,- .... -~. ~.- ... ,:~• ~~.-. .... ·i,.,,. "'~' " ... ,., ... ,~,, ·--- ........... ._,.,. ,,,., ..... -~,· ·--·~~ ,.,. ' 
t ... l . 
DH= ~.5~0.43E19IEXPf[EG • DEL~Cl/0,026] ,..;_,', ..... ,, .. ,.~,·.~"':":,,,, ~·, 
~.-, .. ,:••~-·1•••. ~-,,,•- , ..... (• ... ,-.·<,,•· . .-,,•• •• •,',•L-·,, ·;·.__,.,:, .... "'"}•--.••, .·.,• .. •;•-r ,,,~·=:_, 
COXA:; c~;1\)<'. • CHOLD 
CO = E:S/PERN 
. . _ . 
·• - - -- -,? . . --· .. ·--· .. ··- .. ·-·. -· -- -· -·· -· .... ···- -·- •·- ... . ... ·-- . .. ····- . - ,. . . __ .,_ . - -., .. , ...... ,., .. _ ---· ..... , -·- ··• ._ . ., --•, - «.-·- ... . . .• :. ~--- --' --, ...... ce.,-. -··· ,--- ..... "·· •. •·-
n = P~I/Dn 
. 
; · .. · ·. . . I F [ C 1"1 A X • G T d .• 1 • Of< , C MA X , L T O 9 l GO T () 2 0 2 . · . . . , < . -- -· -- ... -- COX. = [ En XI T. j * :t •· n t:8. . .. . - .. ,. ... ---- .. - ... -. -· . . . . ···-··-· --,- ....... ·-·· - .. "' ..... -~,--·-- _., ____ ... ---<· . ., ... -
~ ·-· _ GO T O ? 0 ~~ .. __ . . ____ . ., _ ___ _ _ __ ._ ·c- ____ • • .. •..• _ , ..... • •. __ .. ___ . • ..... ---,---~ ... -.,-.~-· ........ _,, .... ·-~ ~--~_:: .•• . 
202 COX= 1.nfp12•COXA/AREA 
203 8 = CO/COX C .. -· - _ .. ·- . 3 • ·- . C-A L C u L ·A T 1 o N S O F T H E . S PAC E. . C HA R G E .. C A P A c· I T .A ~i C E ...... - ,. "'-· -...... --~ -·· ·r - • ,~, .. ·-·· - ., . 
_ ._ . L = 500.*DELEC . . . . 
. :- .. -:~--~----N =-·_5(10.vE(; .. - ------···---·-····-··-·--·······---------·-·-·--·---········, ···- -----------··· -_____ : ___ , ... ., .. ------·····--···--·----~·--··'-··----.... ··."·-,·---·-···- · 
' 
DO 4 I = 1,N,10 . . 
- ""..,....,,....,_..._.. .... ·-,.,_ .............. •'. -,· • • •· .. - ·., ·.• • ... ·- .. ,.- ~ _ ?"1 .• '-~ • : .... 1' •• •• • < - .- ,.,~ --'· ... .,.,, · ... -..-. ~ ,,....,, •,.. .·, • -'r -~-· .'"" ...-• r~--.·,~~·Jo ,,·- •• , -~,.- ,-., ~.- __,.,, ,; ... , •. ,.. •. ~-''I···:,,~~ .,, ''' •- -- .,:: ,•.,;• ··, • ''!"· • · "· · r• ·; .-,~, ... - ,.,,.,.~. ,__. .. ._ ···:. ~:' ::~:-· ... .., . .- '' · ··, · .·.~,:. -.,..i. ,. ...... · .... 'i .. ·• · :· ·"':-";'°''" ,·· 1~ - • _• •' ~ • - -
AJ = L,. I + 1 
. . -·- P S I = 0 • 0 0 2 * A I + 0 , 0 0 0 1 
"' -· _.,,,. ,.,_ - _.,. ·- • - . • ' - • -• .. ~.-. ~-....... -- ·: • .,. ........... , .,-·~ ,_ ... ·-·. •. . ·,.• ,.. -·- ---·~ ·, •. , .. , •·, :' ·i ,-,~ ... , , ... <-
. . , I .. ~. • . ' 
~ I - ~ 1 ·, 0 2 U P .. - P ~- I u • , .. 6 
_____ ,, -- _ 8 RAC = S (JR T l ~ X P ·r UPS I l .. _,l~ F S I ""1 , 0 + D • [ E ~ P [ • U? s.1 l +UP$ I p 1 , 0-] l -·- _ . _ 
IF (PSIJ 5, 4, 7 
5 CSCA '= ~[EXP[UPSil~1.o~D•rEXP[~UPSIJ~1.01J*B/[2,*BRAC] 
. · -."- -----~-~·- .. -· G O . T O 6 . 
-
__ -· --· _7 C S C A = ... [ 1 • U .. t_ X r_ r U P S I l + D * [ E X P [ 111 U P S I l ~ 1 • 0 l l * 8 / [ 2 it • 8 R A C l . . _ _ _ 
8 PfIJ = PSI 
. . -
CCI]= GSCA 
-_ ~.- _, -- -- - -PR I NT 2 0, Pt I J ,··c ( 1 ·l ·~-I_ -- ·· ~- · .... ~,.. ·- - ~ . ., ..... ··· · ·· ···-·· ·· ·· ·- .. ·-·-v ·- --, ----··-·- ·-· -- -·- ·· · ···-· •·· ., ·-· ·- ··· ···· -
20 FORMAT [F12.3,F10,3,16] •·•••-•-·•-" 4 CO t\!/ T If~ LJ E . _,_, .. ,,,. . ., ... ,., .... , .... ,._., .. ,-.-, '"."'.'•""'·-··'"'""C·•·•c'< .... -,--,-~•·•• •• ;··-, .. -.,. \" -u:•·--•"'••· .,, ·-•-~·-·,_•'"• ~•;-• ... •, .. •· ·w·-•/- •• '•·•"'···." '. 
' 'I . READ ~O,K . 
. . ' . ' . . . <I,..,._.-.-.- • •·· ~ --• ,...,.... -·•• ,....,. .... ' ... , ,, __ -·_I''-_...._...,-·~ .. ,.,._._ .. • 0~-..; 1'-,' ...... f .,.,,~., '..._.,. 'O.·_:· ... ,. • • 1'•"'- ,.-,-..,_·.-.,.,,,-··, .~··- ~ ., •--·• ( ,, _ .. (.n •·-.,· •.-· • ••· ... '', ,....._,• --·, "-'" •• ; ._ ·~ ·, ··•, ' 
3 0 FORMAT ( I 1 0 J ·-· 
IF· [K J 4:1., 41,34 . . • ~~ ··- ·4·-1·· •CA 1 .. L i:: X 11· .. '• • - ·--· -• •-• •-'··-·• -· -;- -- ~-- --- •- >·4 -·- .. -· ~-·• •·•• _, ••• •·•-I~, ..... , •v_. • '" .·., ... • ,. " •-• "'" ••• ·~- ••.•• ~·"' ••• ·•·•. • -- -· • -· ,-, '., • "".' ,; ,·./ '•. •• . 
END 
........ ....,. .. ,- ... ,-.. -·;. -.. _, ... 
,• ~ •-.r i., .. , • ._ o•• ,.•• .... "'•"' · .... ·-.-, .. ,, ..... o;,l..:..... 0 -t._<".J'-<'Hf,,..•;,_;_d'!'•.:...._f,o,,_, ..... -t.rr·,--····- .. , ... , __ '•!' ,, '"' •<'" ,S ,- .", ·••f•,o,;, •,- :•• ,•",o•• ~."; '-~ ,•'. ,_,.,, ....... ·•, ·, ........ · .. ~o,Ous" ..... , •• ~ ... -:,~ _, .. .',; :··;,, '+ I,' •"• 
' 
,., •·" I ' ¥ " ' • • < • ' ' ' 
-~-.-·-
. ·_· \ ',•. •• 
""_,. - -- -.._ .,_.. --~ ·••- - --~ --• ~-· _., -~ ,,.,_,..., .... -•• _,,.. ,. .... ••"" .. ,.,. -- -,~ _, ---• ._.....,...,..,...;.... -M_. -·• --.- ..-,.; -- I•••_._..-'"''"·"'·- •r•• .. ,., --· ... ,_.. •• ,....,.'"'•< _,.,. ••· .~ 
....... - . .. '., .. .,, --.-- .. ______ ._.,. .... , ... ·- ... -··-- .--·· ···--·-'·· ..... '-~. ... .. . . ... , ...... '' '., ,,, ·-~· ..... --, 
--· .. , .... ,. 1 ... ,, l , • ., .,- • 
h 
-=-~~ ·--. - ·- ---'---- _-.. --""- ·-=-- -
,-----,---------------=~=->,a~---==a;=-=-=----_;..,_a,_~--;=:-.....;;;..,.=-=------------....... - ---=-==····~=··--a.....a·· ......,...,,...,-....,."·---····~··· =-=-;:..:.. .  ~---=-"-~~'La:;;;;--"--. ·~-~·~-~~=....;;.··~·-·-.·.~-.·"'·-=·-·-=.····-... =.·-··.·..;.;.,.- -.-.,.;.= .. ·= ... a=·~. __....__),,=· • . , .-.· ;-,·b:--::·· -.. ~.·:.~ 
__,....,.... 
--· .. ;:;.:,:-···-~·- •··· .,,·-:··- - ---- ,__ --- ~ ~ ,_ . ""' 
. 
. - ··-. ·-- -~ ... ·- ··--- --
OUTPUT OF PROGRAM #2: 
41 .· 
J 
( . ,',. . . . . 
". l .·. 
. , ._ .. · ._:.\ -' , .. 
' "'' 
., "'. ,• ~,: ·'-·.-·, ,; " , I•... ;,. •'. • 
. ··,.;. -·. ,',. ... 0 0 2 6 6 3 9 u \,>· 9 4 5 1 .. 
0 ,*' 2 4 6 2 6 6 (I 16 4 I :11 , . 
. -.,,,~',1•'">:""\.a'n,',•,•<•",-•< ,.••.·•~• , 
,., .. , ,o--, •--,-•,••' •-,,• ,,-..•_·,, 
o·.226 181a239 2.1.· 
O • :?. 0 6 -~· 1 2 3 , 4 4 6 .~) 1 
. ' ! -.•· ,·, .. ,.,,. . . . 
' ., '.•· , ' I • ,. • ., •. • o.1Bb 84,129 ~1 
'-·· ~ Q.166 5/,391 51 
. ,.. -, .. ·-" - O • 1 4 6- . . - ~~ 9 , 2 2 2 · 6 t 
ft) • 12 6 · 2 o • 8 l3 8 71 . . . . . .. · .· ------,,.., ..... __ . ·· o • 1 o 6 ·-··---·-··" ·1u.52 9 e 1 -~-- · .... _,,, ............. --. ·· ·······-· · · ··· · -.... . 
0.086 12,874 91 • -- ,., ·-· ••~ -• ,.. ,, •,• ••- "•' '• • "· ' • ,· ,_.:·»H···· ...... :.::· •. •' · .. ' , .. ~ .::··.· .. '·,,.: .. , .. ·,·• ,\ .',,, "•' '•• 
· oA· 9.-o~~ 101 O • . -b u . 
0 • 0 ·4 6 . 6 I 4 8 7 1 j_ 1 . . . . . . . . . . _ . .. . .. . _· ·-- . ~- ~· - - -·· --- -o· ~ ·-o 2 6- -- -- -- .... ··A- " 7 5 6-· . 1 ? 1 ---- ·-- ". --·""" -u, ,- --· .... -- ... • -~ .. ,, .•.•. ·-- .. , . ·. -· •.. --~ .• - ....•. --· .• ~-- ....... ; . ~-. -~ -·-· , •. , .• ~-- ........ . 
· O • 0 0 6 3 , , 5 8 7 :1. 31 
. . ~--,-.~.-----···-- - 0 • · o 14 .......... -' 2. 7 9_· 4 ' l 41 -- ......... -., ...... ":''"":~--~·-·······-·········"·', ...... , ... ":': .. ···---.~·.·: , .. ··'-·.·:· ... ; .. , .............. ,.'.·-:·;.····-,-,:···· .. -•.•f·:····· ., .. cc····-··"··.·,···· .•. --~.·-.·.· 
. 
' . 









~0.074 1.600 111 . . .. . . . . . • - •~ -~ •- -• ... - 'o' ~ • () 9"4 • "'·" •• • "•• _._. •• 1 •,• 4 {) ~~ :t 81 ~ •••' ...... ••~ -• ~" •~> ·'"~ • ..,. ~ ·- ,.,_ P'·" ~- .,.,_ "" -- ,•• '" •••~ ·• ,;, i-•:o •••, ,;,._ _,,,, ~- ..- " ,.._ :_. .. ,,., ~ .. ., •·."~ •••.• -· ,.- ·•• • ,.,. ••• ·." 
. 
. 
~0.114 1,256 1q1 ·----.--...., .... ~ .. --.... -
• • -' • .,.,.. __ ...... -., ....... > •• • 
·-· • 
.. ..... -~ ... _. """".'1'"·•-.- -······· ..-•_,.....,_,.,._ .• , -.,·~. ~::-,....i,., ,.,,,.. ......... ._ ...... _ ... ~.,.-.... ,. · • -.. -, .. --:-_.,,. •• , ·,··1'•' • ,~·-t·• ••' ';' ................. , ~·-- -~-. .- ·- -·-"···"("- .. ---';'"" ..... ;,,, -- ... ,--1, .... ,.,.---: ....... -- .... -· ..... -._-·· ~ • __ .,, ...... --~ ... -_ ..... .,_ • • •l • ' 
- 0 • 1 ~$ 4 , 1. 14 2 2 fJ 1· 
·-· 
, ·-00154 1,053 211 . . . ' . ' ·-·-·---·,.·o .17i\--·-·-·- ·········o. 981 ....... ··221""" ..... __ .... ~ ... ·-··-- ...... ~,c;,.. •• _,c>·-;., ........ - ...... , ••.••.. ~.,.~.;..- ..... ~ .. ·-······-·1--,~-.--.~.·-.··-·····,··--······-.. , ....... ,,_ •... 









.. 4 .. -· 
, • - ·--- ....... -, .. 
·-··, ···-· -
......... _.-:, ... , ......... )o.,.:...._ -r-,, a-,-,:-.... -- ,--- ,l•..f• -··; ......... ··lr.J .• ~-;a--.. ·,•,..., ............... ~.~ ... ,, ........... .-.,-......... _,... _-._ ..... -~ '"''•'. _,.. ............. ~.- ·--~ ....... ,,_. •. • _ .... _ ..... -rr .· .• 
-0.214 0,871 241 
- 0 e 2 :~ 4 0 I 8 2 8 2 '51 . · . . . ·. . · • · . . . ·. · . .· . . ·---·--···-· ··- 0 • 2 ', 4 ····---~·····' ·r). 7 91 201 ..... --·-··-..,..,.,":" ... ,.;,,··o+.,..---•"···-··""''"'''"·'····~•·-···~'~.-·,<·-~·-·"·;·~··"··:u--... ·,-·-·"'-""''"·'-·..,..."·\:~-,.•,·,~·-·······,''.···••s•·•••~·.,.,c<-· ... 
. . .... _ 
-0.274 0,759 ?71 . ,,,. .. 
--.-----~o. 294 ---····-·· U. 730 .... ·281"•····.·---·~~---·--·~~-· ... ,·,·-,--_~'"'~ ·---·-,-~ ···:'·~-_ ··,-·~·'o•-··-···"'"''-••,,,. ·:~- ... , ... 
"0 • J 1. 4 0 • 7 0 4 · 2 91 · , . . . . . ·, .. • . . . . . . . ,.. . .· ·. . • . . · .. _ . . .. - ..... - - - .. _. 0 . 3 ~~ 4. -·· ... ··- ··- ··u • 6 81 3 () 1 . -- ·v- ... ~ ·-· -- ,.... - ,., ·,···.-·· ···- ...• , ··-· .·- ._ .. .,., "''' •. - .. -.,-- -~' -· •.-•• - "" ,,·~ ,= ... ,-~ ·, .. , .. ·:, ,., ..... ' - .... , •. ,, .. • .· •.. 
-oq354 o,66Q 311 
-----·:=···-··· .. 0 0 3 7 4 .. • ............. 0 I 6 4 ·O . 3 <~ 1 .. , ...... ,, ... , .. , .... , ... ~,..,,.,.-,~, ... ~ •'"' ,·•e,,., .... ...., .. , , •. ,,._ .. ,.~···.·--,n... .. .. , ... , .. ,_·-.- .. 
-o.394 0,623 3~1 I 
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. ·- , .. ' . . .. . w { 6 9 6 ] = • 0 4 7 1 7 5 3 3 6 w ·H ---- . ..;_-------· :_._ ·----,-- --~~..:...-. -... , .... ~., .,,· ... :. ... ~ .. .,, .. , ... , ... ---v ... -. A•- -·1 
Z[6i1.J=a:t252~3409 11 H , / 
, •. 
. I 
...... --· ... . .. Z [ 6 » ~ J = o ~~ 6 7 8 ~~ 14 9 9 u H ... -· -- - - - .- -:- - - - - - - ~ - - - ~ - ~- - - -- .. ,. ~ .... -- - -~ -~ - - - - ... ·- ·- - - - - ~·· ... - ~. ·: · 
Z[6,3J=o587317Q~4ffH _ . .· . 
.. · · ·· ,. -z r 6 "° 4 1 = o 7 6 9 9 o 2 6 7 4 u H · ··- - - - - -- - - - - - -.- -:-:- - ~ - .,. ~ - - - ;- -- .. _ ·- - ···· -- -- - ·-· ··· · · "· - -- -.. ~4 ·- -- -- - · -- ·:, 
Z ( 6 .o ~., J = o ~/o '• 1:1.72 5 6 ~) H . 
. 
.-




-DO l.~ 1 I :: j_ -, 2 - .. -...... ·-- -· - - - - - - ... - - -- - - - - - - -·- - - -· - ...,;, - ...... ~- _,. ... -· - - ~- -~ - ·- -- -- -- ....... --- .·• - -- : I 
FtJNH=F'l.JNfX+Z(2p I J J 
... Fl J NL= FU ,,J ( X - Z t 2 .o I J J .. , __ ·-· -·.- - - - - - -· ~ ·- ~ - - .- .:. - -·- -· -~ - .:.~ - ·- .. : ·- ...... -~ ,. __ - -· ~ :.. -· - ... -·· -· ~-~ ..... -· ·- - ·: 
• I' I~rKJ1n~1u121 
1 1 O PF= PF+ H ( 2 , I J ~ ( AH S C F u·N ·,~- J + A" BS [ r U'N L} ·1-·--·-•-·,-·---:-~ ._,, .... -~ ... -.~.----,, .... ~ ···-·:· .. ·-·-·-· ----·--·~-~-- ·- ·<-··· ..... -
. . . 
21 G r 2 J :: t~ [ ? l "'~ ;~ [ 2 11 I J u [ F U N H + F U 1\1 L ) 














PROGRAf.i #4: METlIOD 3, QUAD FUNCTION SUBPROGRAM (CONTINUED) 
G-[MJ=Uo 
D O :L 6 · l :: 1 , :-1 
· . 16 G [ ~.1 J = ti t ,.-1 J + ~-~ l M p t J . * ( F U N ( X ~ ... Z ( M I) I ~ .J : F U N ( X ~ Z C M p I l 1 l 
A 8 n :: A H S [ G ( 4 J J ~ .. 1 o f~ ~ ? 0 
ER=ARS[G(41-G[2ll 7 1aE~B*ARG 
i . 
·• . '', . ''. ,' . •'' 
RE=:L o t:-~lo}t:R/ ABG 
I F r ~< J 2 q Jl 2 9 , 3 J 
. ...,,- ··-~ -~· .. - ·- ---· ;., .... ··-" .. ~ .............. -w -- .. -- - - .. _. ........ - "' ................... , ... ····:- ••. .,, .... ,. .. , ... •-' ·: .. · ...... •' •. ··,\, --···· ,. .. ... 
2 9 P:: A :-1 A X l C A tJ G II PF J 
/ 
30 K::K1•l 
EW = f4 * P 
. ' . ' . . . ' 
•· .. . -•• ' • •·-' ,. -.- -..... : ~-~-• ,,,,-,..:o_..,. .• __ .. ,. . ..,._.....,,,,.,;_,._._ ... , ,•,----·,_.+_ ...... __ !l,.;•-•-.. ~-..... ·"""--"'.---*,-t'u ... , __ •,•.<=-•........., ..... ,~-... --.. •-•·~,,.-:-- ,._ ...... ,H> •. .,. ... ,, . .J>,•·~ •. ,.,,. ':"''"·', ,~,;;··<·'•' ,, .. 0'., ".:'( '.•.'· ·•,· • •-.~ ,~ .,.,,.,~ ·t 
. ·,. ... 
~' 
l ., 
. :- ''""'~··-·· -".'·'-"'' .• , .... -.:....,,, > ~.·~· ·-··- -~-... ........ , .... ,. 
E R = f:: R t: R ~ 
Q: E '.~ / t: R 
. . '~, ' ', . . . .,_ .. 
' ; . ' 
.. , ... -· ---- .. ~ ..... _.;.., .:.-. ····-· .--· -... ~ ................... ~ ,..._ - .... _ ... _ - - •-, ·_._ ~-"~ .............. -. _,, ....... -- '"""".'"' _._ ....... ~ ~,,, _..., ..... , ..... _ -: '._, r:•, ·.;. .. , ·~•-', 1·~ ,.;•!:. ,'._, ~ • .; .• , --,·· ••.•; ~':·, •. -, .. ·,.., , .. ,. ' 
• 
Q 1 ·11 :: (J ~ * 0 6 2 5 . . . . . . . . . . . , . . . . D 1 ~ d / 2 o j F~ E ·; • , : 1·25 ... -·· ,, ___ ··- -· .... - -- - - - ·- - -- - - ~ - - - - - ··- ·- .. .... .. ·.· .. ,, . ..~ ., .... ·- ·- ·.. ~~- :·,. .---~- - ·-- . . .. ·l 
l 
. D 2 = j•t / ij 1 e!;f Q 16 .. . , ... -~·-·--•:.. ____ ,, . ...:..M_....~.:... __ ...,.:. .•. ; , --~~~"-----_;'~,·~n,--..,~-~ :. •·• •·« , ., .,., .• , ..••• " ..•. :. ·•.oe ... ,.~ -~"' ~- ''"-·-··-····'··· ~ -•v··· l 
IF[ o01""'fJ]7,13,13 . . I 
. 7 I F { :~ J 11 ; 11 D 2 0 . . . . . . · ·. . . . . · . . . . . · .· .·.. I 
.. ·2 0 ES= i\ 8 sf Gr. 6) ~ G ( ·4·f·1 . ··- ... ·: -· -~ - 7" -~· - --~ - - - -· -- - -· ·- - ~--- ~~ N ~--. ·-~ ... -.~ - "'. •• - ·r ....... ·- __ ,,.-.~:- ·~ .. •·• ....... -· - ·1 
. IF[i:S-?0.•E~l31,31,8 . . . ... ·· .... · ·_ .. · .. · ··.: .·... .· l 
. -... -. a· .. GH C = :~
0
/4 ~ . ·- . - - .... - - .. -· - - - ~ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -.- - .. ~ - - - - • - -· - - - -· - - -· - - - - -: .... ·1 
. l Q I J J . . . . . . . · . . ·. · . · · . · · . . ·_ . . . · .. · . . .. ·. l 
• _, .,.,. • •' ',. ~~-.... -,~---·_.___ #>~_ .. .,...,..__,,,..., .. -:..,.-,.. .. ,, .. H_;'_~.••·•··'-·,-•.,l,-..,;.--;"'.•-'•''·'··••·.•-.,•:*"l'",._"_,,. ... _.. __ ,._,w_,.._,..._. __ ...,,._.,,,r,J!·~·~•,-.,~ .. ·'.··----.l 
, ·· 13 IF(l:SJ~4,24,25 . _ _ · · . _ .• .· . _ I 
2 41 F 1 = r 1 * Cj 16 ·· · . ,. ,_ . . b · . , . -· .. .• .· · . . . . . . · · . ·. . 1 
' 
• • •.•••• ··_ ......... ···-· ... _.,.· .• ...,.., - ---- - - ·- - -- - - - --:-" - - - - - .......... - - - ~ --- ~ --· --... ·-·- ~- ... ,, ................. ,--- __ ..., : ..... ..,. 1"' ..... __ _.~ -·o, ,~·• ___,_. ....... , .._ .......... , •. -- .......... ·- -1 GO r O 2 6 · . L . . · . · ·. , · · . · .. ~ .· .. .·. .· . . . . . : . . 1 
2 5 I F ( F 2 J 3 , 3 , :~ · . _ ~ . ...: . .· . .. . . . . ·. . .· . ·. . . . • . . . . '. 





GO TO 1 . . . . . . . ·. . .. 
. . ~--·--- --~----·-·-·----·-.... ··------ .. --.. ·---- -- _______ , ... ~---~ ... - , ....... ,,~-;-- .,. ____ · ... : ----··--~----.... , .. ; ....... .,...._...,..,...._, ___ ~_ .. _,_,, ... _--
HC=D1*D2 . i 
F1::11C/H . ~ . . 
H=F1*H - ~· ':" - ·-' ·-· -··· -· - - ..,:.... fl. ••• - - - ~ - .,... - - - - .- - -- ----:- -- - - - ... ~- - -- - - .. ·- _ .. - - - --· ,, .... -·~· _.,... •• -~ - .. ~ - -.~-- - ..... , - ~--, _,,,. -- ...... - --~· - -: 
.. . 
•· ------ .. ---~-- - ·- -Ls=n . ._ ... . , ..... ·.. . . -. . . . I 
..... ,_ .. _ -- . L c r- .. o-· __ ,,_ ·d- --....... - . .,;.·-... -- -- - - - -.,----- - --~-- - ~.,..., - __ .,.... - ~ ~-- - - - -:- ~ ~ -.- - ~ _- --- :- ~--~ .. -- -· -· - ~ -- ... ., ..... __ -·:·-· -~- ... _ ··- - 1 A ...:; - . . - -' . , . . . . . . . . .· . , ... . . . . . r 
..... . .. . . G Q r O 1 ?. .. .. .... -- ------- . . . _: . __ .... "--·--·· ~-· __ ... ____ c.; . . __ . ~--· ----·-··-- . ____ J 31 ER;:AMAXlff:R,ESl . ·. . ·. · .•. ·.. ··.. . . ~ 
11 A N S :; A ~ S ~~ G l 4 J · . . . · . _. . . · . . . . . . . . . . l 
-· ··- ~- -- --- ,-- ·-~ ·- ••• - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - ·- - -·. - - - - ·-- ........ -- ~..,. _.,. ....._.,,_ ""-- ....... ..,. .. _ -··· -':> •.. "'. _ ... _.,_ --- ...... ,;,..- ............ - - .. _,,. '"'1 E = E .. ~ A M A X 1 [ E R ,. 1 ,, E ... 8 * A 8 G l . . .. . , . i 
IF (LASTal) 4,17,17 . · . . . ··.·. . _ · ! 
~ ~ ·-·· .. -•· -• - -·- -- • -• .__. - - - - - - - .... - - .,_ - ~ - .... -- - ...... - - ~ .- -- - - -·- -- - - ... r_ -- -·~ -~ ~ -- - ._.., - .,.... - - _.. .. --- - _,\ 4 IF[HCPl15,15D14 ,; } 
,:; 
i; 
· 15 HCP~ H --~-:.--;...-,_ .. ~~.C~'--- ····-··----,-··--~--~---~---··---J 
14 F 2 = o 5 * C F 2 +·ALO G [ H / H C Jfj J 
.. __ .. HCP = H .. -.. __ ... _____ :_ .. ________ ~ __________________ .:._ .:.. . ...:.. ,;._ __ ... ·- ______ ;..., .... _ ·- ;..., __ -· ______ J 
V:X .. r.H 
IF{F2]6,.5,5 . · .. · ... ·. . . ·· .. · · .·· .· . · · ·. . · .·.. 1 
.... , - ' - . . ' . . .••. ' - ' . ,. - ··- -· - -- .._. - - - ..... ~- - - - !""- ...... - -- •. - - - - _.... - -. -. - -- --- .. _. ·- - ~- -- -· .... .., - - :-a. - .... --- _.. ...... - - - -, 6' HC=D1*D2/[1,+2,•D2l. . · ._· · · · · · . . . .·.. · . ·. . · , 
. . . . . . ' 
. GOT018 .. ·· ... · .. -· .... ~.-
....... _. 5 H C:: D 2 ti ( D 1 + 2, * H 1·• Q 1 ·1,-·--- -------· -~-------·---.. --- .. ·--··-~-~-----~~~:y-~-----~--- ---i 
. 18 .H:HC · · · : 
... , ___ ·--. - .. -- -·- -- - - -· - - - -·- - - - - - ~ - - - ~ - - ·-- - - ~ ~ ... - ~- --- .. _ ·- .· .... - :.,._ ._.... · ___ - ···- <-- - -·.;, - --- - - - - _{ 
I . 
~;;~AX1 (P,ABG] . . . ,, I 
l F [ Y + 2 o * H ~ 8 l 1 2 a t 9-# . 1-9- ·-- - - - - - - - -- -- - - - - -. -- - - - - -- - ..... - -" -- - -· - ·- ... - -- -· -. -- - . -- -- -- - i 




.• .,._ -.c~ •• • .-, - .• •·~-·-•••-• - ·•."*-...,••.---. ..... -. .. __ ••• _.,-. .,---·--·--·-----·---_. ... ,-.,,..,,,_._-,. .. _ • ...._~ .• ·.~.~-I .... -.·,••·, .. ,,,... ..... ,.,,.)•< ,,·-"1'111>•>-'.·'' l ,., .. ·•,•-•1. ,.,- .. ;., ...... ,. ,,,...._, .• , ,_., , . ..,,-,,-,_,._._.._ 
. . 
... , ··-· _. .. - -. ... -- - - - - - --. - ...... - ..... - - - ·- - - .... - - - - - - - ... _ -- ....... - .. .._ -. ............ - - ... _, __ , ·-- ........ _..,,, - -·- """"' -· ........ ,,._ --- ·--~ .... - -
\ ' 
I ' 
...... - ·-- .-... - -· - ·-·. , ....... -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -... - - - - - - -- -.. --\ -· .... ~ ...... -·- .... . .. _ ....... , __ .. ,_ - -· .. ·-~ _ ... ·- -·· ""--: - - ....... _... -- ~ ... ., -· _, -·-- -· 
·1 • \ •• 
·--------~----,_,_ .. ___ ., ____ ... ,, ... ,.,._.", .. '"''"'"•"t>' .... _____ ,,_.., __ ""4',1"1U."....,~ --,•-,.Jc, ......... ,........_, __ -1,1, __ ...,__. .. , c ... _,,, ., ... ,,, •• 
·- -- ........ ··- -- ...... -··· ·-- -·· - -- -- ...... ·- -- ,.._ - - - ._.. _...., _ ... - - - - - - - - -- - .._,_ -- - _ .. --- .,. ...... ~ -· ....... _ ___,, ... -- .... _ .... _.,. ·-·· - - -- ~--· ,,_ •··~ -- ··-- ... -.-... .. . . 
















OUTPUT·OF PROGRAl\i #4: 
SAMP~E N I D .o L8o 9/7/67 
SURFACE POT BIAS VOLTAGE 
5 ~ 
-
00 0 0 "" 7 ~ 100 
"'• -·· ... ~ 
... 5 0 800 
-
7 G 180 
Cl 6, 900 
" 
7 11 300 0 
,._,, •••••• ~.,., ......... _ ....... .,.~ • •• -~ ........ _.. ... , .......... d~ ... ..-.:-::_,y .... - ..... I<'"', .. ·-
-
80750 • 7,470 
.. , .. -~ ~-~ .-•· ~ ':- .~ ..... - ,, ... 
,. ' 
CONOUC 
0 9 880E c:;I 08 
-· ~· ~-
0 
., 0. 840E IO 08 
.... -~---.................... ,_,.._,,_,..,... ... 
O.o,.8 3_0 E ~ 0 8 
0,820E 'llil 08 .... 
. . 
------
·11.:c.;i=i __ p_ 
47 j 
STATE DENSITY 
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. 
. 
- ' . . .. .. . . 
.~ .. _:· • • ' .. ' • I • '.· ' • .. 
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-:· ....... "!'·';" ·-· .., ..... , --~-- ~- .......... --" ..... 1 ... ,.,, ·:"·. 
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·-· 
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I 
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••.• • I -
. ' 
·depletion layer capacitance, farad/cm2 
\ 
'\\_ \ C. 
. I diffe.rential capacitance associated with the invers·ion · 
charge ·at the interface, .farad/cm2 \, 
C f.b. 
capacitance of the oxide layer, faratt/cm2 
differential capacitance of the interface states at one 
energy level, farad/cm2 
differential capacitance of the space-charge layer, farad/cm2 
differential capacitance of the interface state continuum, 
farad/cm2 
equivalent parallel MIS capacita~ce at flat band, farad/cm2 
(Csc)f.b. differential capacitance of the space-charge layer at flat 
band, farad/cm2 
C:..in minimum capacitance value from the MIS c1-v8 curve, farad/cm2 
c1 MIS equivalent parallel capacitance, farad/cm2 
equivalent parallel capacitance of the space-charge layer and 
interface state continuum branch of the MIS equivalent circuit . (see Figo 2.22f), farad/cm2 
acceptor state energy level, eV 
energy level at the bottom edge of the conduction band, eV 
donor state energy level, eV 
EpM Fermi level in the metal, eV 
Fermi level in the semiconductor, eV 
Ey energy level at the top edge of the valence band, eV 
Eg ban9 gap energy, eV 
E. 1 intrinsic or mid-gap energy level, eV 
· conductance due to carrier transition into'and from the interface 
states at one energy level, mho/cm2 
, 1- l ,' 
conductance due to ca!rrier transitions into and from the interface 
state continuum, mho/cm2 
,i 









-· ----------~···----~------· --·--•· . - •-- . 
K 
\_ ' 
• I . 
i ~ 
2 "' equivalent parallel MIS conductance, mho/cm 1 
. equivalent parallel conductance of the space-charge layer and·: 
interface state continuum branch of the MIS equivalent circuit (see Fig. 2., 22£) , mho/ cm2 
u 
additive constant defined in section 3.21, volt 
acceptor impurity density, cm-3 
effective density of states in the conduction band, cm-3 
donor impurity density, cm-3 . 
2 -1 interface state density, (V-cm) 
. ,.. 
(N ) smallest interface state density that can be measured, (V-cm2)~ -l ss min 
-Q 
. , ~ effective density of states in the valence band, crn~3 
mean density of charges in the interface state continuum plus 
the fixed charges in the oxide, coulomb/cm2 '\, 
space-charge density in the semiconductor, coulomb/cm2 
interface state charge density, coulomb/cm2 
resistance associated with the flow of both holes and electrons 
through the accumulat.ion space-charge layer, ohm/cm2 
resistance associated with the flow of majority carriers 
through the accumulation space-charge layer, ohm/cm2 
resistance associated with the flow of minority carriers 
through the accumulation space-charge layer, ohm/cm2 
bulk semiconductor resistance, ohm/cm2 
resistance associated with the generation-recombination of 
minority carriers and their flow-rate in the region of quasi- 2 neutrality in the bulk adjacent to the depletion layer, ohm/cm 
effective resistance due to carrier transitions into and from 
interface states at one energy level, ohm/cm2 
resistance associated with the transit·ion of majority carriers 
from the majority carrier band into the interface states, or 
vice-versa, ohm/cm2 
resistance associated~!with the transition of minority carriers 
from the minority carrier band into the interface states, or 
vtce-versa, ohm/cm2 · 
. ;, . 
-~ . i 
























- '·,,· 1 
. 
resistance associated with the flow of both holes and electrons 
through the space-charge layer, ohm/cm2 
r~sistance associated with a fi~ite generation and.recombination 
of carriers within the space-charge layer, ohm/cm2 . 
resistance associated with the flow of majority carriers through 
·the space-charge layer, ohm/cm2 
. ' 
resistance associated with the2flow of minority carriers through the space-charge layer, ohm/cm · · . 
absolute temperature, °K 
d.c. bias applie4 across the MIS, volt 
d.c. bias applied across ·the MIS to obtain flat band condition 
at the insulator-semiconductor interface, volt 
potential across the oxide layer, volt 
potential across the oxide layer at zero bias, volt 
width of the space-charge layer, cm 
frequency, sec-1 
Planck's constant, 6.625 x 10-34 joule-sec 
Boltzmann's constant, 1.38 x 10-23 joule/°K 
i 
me* effective density of state electron mass, kg 
mii* effective density of state hole mass, kg 
m1 longitudinal electron mass, kg 
m0 free electron mass, kg 
mt transverse electron mass, kg 
D• 1 
q 
light hole mass, kg 
heavy hole mass, kg 
. d -3 intrinsic carrier ensity, cm 
electron density in the bulk semiconductor, cm~3 
ho~e density in the bulk semiconductor, cm-3 
. · · -19 
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I • ·~· 
.thickness of the insulator, cm 
. 
ln~ni/N0) for n-type semiconductor,· 
ln(NA/ni) for. p-type semiconductor, units of kT/q 
mean interface potential in units of kT/q 
--interface potential in· units of kT/q 
51 ,,, 
.,, 
average thermal veloci~y of holes or electrons, 10' cm/sec io,.r·
1 
characteristic area defined in section ·3.311, cm2 
q/kT, volt-1 
~~.. . -14 dielectric constant of the ~e!,.ator, 3.82 x 8.854 x 10 farad/cm for sio2 
dielectric constant of the semiconductor, 12 x 8.854 x 10-14 
farad/cm for Si 
standard deviation of the interface potential caused by 
fluctuations of the ionized impurities 
,,'-<i, 
./ . 
majority c~rrier capture cross-section of the interface 
states, cm 
standard deviation of the interface potential caused by 
fluctuations of the interface state charges and the fixed 
charges in the insulator 
time constant associated with the majority carrie~ transition into and from the interface state continuum, sec 
metal work function, eV 
semiconductor electron affinity, eV 
interface potential, volt 
mean interface potential, volt 
\ interface potential at zero bias, volt 
angular frequency, sec-1 
·'\· 
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d 
band:-gap energy (e'l) 
Fig. 3.2 
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band~gap energy,· (eV) 
Fig. 3.3 
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Fig. 3.15 
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in dry o2 at 1100° C for 75 min. 
in steam at 1050°C for 10 min. 
in steam at I100°C for 15 min., 
annealed 
in N2 at 1100°C for 25 min. 
in dry o2 at I100°C for 75 min. 
in steam at 1050°C for 10 min. 
<. 
in steam at 1100°C for· 15 min. 


















Si ep~taxial layer: ca. 1 cm square and 50,000-70,000 A thick, on 0.0006 ohm-cm substrate {5-7 mil thick). 
Field plate: '0 .. 3000 A ~f Al; 10, 15, 20 mil dots. 
Back contact: Ti+ Al. 





·_ l . 
--------------~----,-------------------------------------------------------
MIS sample 
. Gate area in cm2 
C in farad/cm2 ox 
Estimated t· from C x 
{equatiog (2), metRod 1) 
in A 
Ee - EFS in eV 
from equation (5) 
Fixed charge densiiy 






2.44 X 10 
1390 
0.267 
1.07 X 1012 
TABLE 2 
NIS 
-3 2.02 ·x 10 
-8 2.47 X 10 
1370 
0.262 
11 9.15 X 10 
NIA 
2.02 X 10-3 
2.53 X 10-S 
1330 
0.268 
7.50 X 10ll 
NOD NOS 
3 -3 2.02 X 10- 2.02 X 10 
1350 
0.256 
2.81 X 10ll 
1000 
0.256 
11 3.35 X 10 
NOA 
. - -3 
2.02 X 10 
2.97 X 10-S 
1140 
0.261 
2.20 X 10ll 
I 
i 






MIS sample NID NIS NIA 
(N ) from method 1 
. · ss min 
· in (V-cm2) ~l 
2.14 X 1012 · 1.83 X 1012 1.50 X 1012 
.. 
(N ) from method 2 ss min · 
in (V-cm2)-l 
1.52 X 10ll 1.54 X 10ll 1.58 X 10ll 
•• 









5.62 X 10ll 6.70 X 10ll 

































7 - J -~-.:.::-_ -- ; ~ 
-
MIS sample 
Bulk N0 in cm-3 
N0 from method 1., 
in cm-3 
N0 in bulk 
N0 near interface 
from method 1 
N0 from method 3., 




NID NIS NIA NOD NOS 
9.50 X 1014 9.50 X 1014 9.50 X 1014 9.50 X 1014 9.50 X 1014 
~----l 
t, 
1.00 X 1015 1.20 X 10lS 9.50 X 1014 1.50 X 10lS 1.50 X 1015 
· 1.05 1.26 1.00 1.58 1.58 





9.50 X 1014 
1.25 X 1015 
1·.31 
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energy .•. 9_0·: t:o 
Nss ·4.50.· ·x 
band-gap 
.• 95 tt). energy 
N 7.20 X ss 
band-gap . . 
•. 87 to energy 
N 3.00 X 
ss 
band-gap 
energy .90 to 
Nss 1.14 X 
band-gap 
energy .·go to 










N55 from method 1 in (V-cm) , averaged over 
band-gap energy in eV 
) 




1.80 X 1011 3.20 X 1011 2.90 X 1011 
.85 eV ~:85 to .70 eV .70 to .60 eV .95 to .60 eV 




.80 eV .80 to .65 eV. .65 to .55 eV .87.to .ss eV 1 ~ 
1011 2.40 X 1011 3.80 X 1011 3.00 X 1011 / 
/ 
-~, 
.80 eV .80 to .65 eV .65 to .so eV .90 to .so eV 




.80 eV .80 to .65 eV .65 to • 60: eVkc .90 to .60 eV 
;" 




.90 to .60 eV ;. ·. ~ 
1.36 X 1011· 
~ 
--' ' 
h1 3 "l •.-·· ;.~·_,-----~~~-~~--:--·_-,:-·.-.. r, -
_. ·. ~.:._":__._-_~_ 





from method 2, volt 
















NIS NIA NOD NOS NOA-·-
0.160 0.160 0.120 0.110 
~: 
0.160 0.170 0.120 0.120 0.100 
. ; 
·:~ 
















band-gap ene.rgy in eV 
.., 
cl in cm2 
from equation (21) 
.t-fsfrom equation (14) 
t!' from equ~tion (15) B 
from equation (13) --·- F* ; 
' 
cm2 ct'maj in 
from equation (25) 




NID NIS NIA NOD · .-NOS 
0.70 to 0.60 .• 85 to .74 .76 to .61 .75 to .59 .91 to .60 .66 to .lS7 
1.34 X 10-9 
to 












·--· .. ~ 
4.60 X 10-10 1.52 X 10-9 1.44 X 10_g 3.95 X 10-ll 3.06 X 10~9 




































10-17 10-15 10-15 9.75 10.-16. ·s.10 .~:14 3.37 X 1.37 X 8.00 X X X 10 
' • 
-2u l B 
[e-(z+y) 




, · .. ,~ 
, M -=~ ~Br~:;.,-t,;.~r.:..-~---- -=-· · • 
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